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This is how 
Eastridge  Shopping




many  of 
MSC's
 departments 
put  on exhibits. 
This year more 
than  35 departments
 will 
be represented
 at the 
showing
 titled 
"University  on 
Parade."  See story













A policy recommendation on credit
 
no credit grades was 
approved by 
Academic Council after a long and 
extended 
battle over what it meant, 
and how it applied. 






 D, F. shall be the basic 
grading system at California
 State 
University, San 
Jose and shall apply 
(except as provided below) to all 
course work acceptable toward a 
degree program," stated the proposal. 
The strong wording of "shall be" 
rather than "may be" divided the 
council, and produced long debates 
on the 




 credit grades shall be 
sued in: 
 Field work, 
 Thesis, 
projects, individual 
studies or directed reading, 
 Internships, 




 and activity 
courses have the 
option of choosing 
to take credit no credit grades. 
"Work shop" classes would
 be con-
sidered to mean 
classes in the 
Con-
tinuing Edication 
Department,  Dean 
Bohn of 
that department,  
opposed  
having 








teachers taking these 
courses
 will not 
be allowed 
to receive a grade, thus 
they 
would  not he eligible
 for credit 
toward a salary increase. 
Members of the board disagreed 
with him,  
and another long debate 
broke out, until finally he was voted 
down. 
Credit no credit grades will not be 
used in computing grade points, 
should one
 take the otpion. 
A, B, C, No credit will be used in 
General Education, the 
proposal  
stated. 
"An upper -division student 
shall  
have the option of taking a maximum 
total of 12 semester units, outside of 
the major or minor, on the the basis 
of credit no credit for elective 
purposes," the report
 continued. 
"The student shall elect this option 
at the registration period and may 
with in the first four weeks of 
instruction change his option from 
credit no credit to a traditional 
grading system." 
The  next line of the report
 set some 
confusion among members of the 
council.
 
"A student may accumulate a 
maximum of 60 semester units
 credit 
no credit grades toward the Bac-
calaureate degree." 
How can a 
student
 accumnulate 60 
semester units of credit 
no credit as 
an upper division student he is 
only 
allowed  to take 24 units. 
Why aren't lower 
dvision  students 
allowed to take credit no credit 
courses? 
What are General Education elec-
tive courses? 













 changes in 







 a drastic 
















































 think is 
a 







 of the 
1970 Ryan Act. 




























































































"you  have to go 
through a preparation 
process. His-
torically, that process has been in a 
non -education major, meaning some 
major other than in 
education...and 
then, above that, a fifth year of 
professional preparation, meaning 
education classes and student 
teaching." 
"The new law," he said, "has its 
own set of 
requirements
 for creden-
tialing. They are dramatically 
different from those that exist. The 
law that was passed becomes com-
pletely effective when the creden-
tialing commission
 decides it has 
adequately 
interpreted all the facets 
of 
the law." 
Under the Ryan 
Act, the 15 -
member
 commission on 
teacher  
licensing
 and credentialing is ap-
pointed  by the 
governor
 to interpret 
the law. The commission
 is made up 
of 




with  a special 









 that are 
preparing 
teachers, in 
that they can 
mandate
 
what their program 
must look like. 
They 









education in California." 
He 










 law in the 







credit no credit 
option,
 since grading 
one's physical
 ability is not 
something one can control?
 
New 




 from the 
entire proposal. 










Ryan  Act still a 
year  and a half 
away,  
administrators  in 
the San Jose 
State  
University
 School of 
Education  have 
already  taken





"We're  concerned 
about the 
student,









 intention of 
being  
punitive. 
That is not the 









Dr. Leu, a student
 
now  enrolled in the 
SISU credential 
program may 
elect  to fulfill creden-
tialing 
requirements  under
 either the 
Ryan or the 
Fisher Act. 
"Most 














three  basic 
changes
 between the 
new  legislation 
and the 


























The later change 
affords  credential 
students
 more options for 
fifth year 
study 
programs.  Under the 
Fisher 
Act, the fifth





and  student 
teaching. 
Under the Ryan 
Act,  credentials 
will  be granted in 
multiple subject 
areas (elementary
 education), single 
subjects 





























 shifted their 






 do the 








students  aiming 
for a multiple 
subject 
credential  and 
the
 other for 
students  who 
wish  










 units in each




























yesterday the creation of a California 
State University and Colleges
 con-
sortium and an increase in parking 
rates at campus lots. 
The Education 
Policy  Committee 
also approved the 
establishment
 of a 
professional degree
 program in 
performing arts, while the
 Finance 
Committee recommended the full 
board to move to bring to CSUC 
residency requirements 
in
 line with 
uniform state regulation. 
Each of these resolutions
 will be 
acted on by the full 




 Policy chairman, 
W.O. Weissich said, "There is a 
vacuum in this state," and asked, 
"What's going
 to fill it?" 
Filling that vacuum, if the com-
mittee's resolution is implemented, 
would be a system -wide consortium 
that could in effect turn the CSUC 
system into one big university, which 
could mobilize its resources 
to 
provide regional and statewide 
programs





 campuses would 
continue to 
offer degrees, a student 
might, under certain 
situations, ob-
tain regional statewide "consortium 
degrees." 
Transferring
 between campuses 
would be made easier than now. 
Much of the 
committee's  concern is 
over "Highly mobile adult 
Californians who are interested in 
continuing their education 
toward
 
bachelors and masters degrees as 
part-time students
 in evening on -
campus or external programs." 
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke said 
yesterday the
 purpose of the con-
sortium 
is


























and  all. 
The













 once again 
between 




lose.  A motion 





























 Al Garza 






resolutions,  one 
declaring  
Alviso  a 
disaster
 area and 
another 
asking for












money  would 
go to aid 
residents  put 
out by 





 the money 






Procedures  to de
-annex the city 
were 





 to City 
Attorney 
Ferdinand 
Palla,  de -
annexation  
procedures
 shouldn't be 
implemented
 until a 
suit,  now in the 




 is no 
court 
precedent,  if the 
city loses the 
suit 










to drop the 
suit, thereby 
giving Ak isu
 loick its !urine' status, 





don't know about the rest of you, 





The suit, Conales vs. San lose 
questions





Alviso  with San 
Jose.
 Manuel Gonzalez,  a law student 
at 
Lincoln  University, 
said it 




 residents of 
Alviso  or out-
siders
 voted for the 
consolidation.  He 
said  there was  only a margin of 
nine  
or so votes. 
The suit was brought to 
court  and 
won, but a 
mistrial was declared. 
Palls predicted the case would come 
up 
in about a month. 
Requests for the city of San Jose to 
make needed capital improvements
 
have ben 
confronting the council for 
four years. Storm drains,
 street im-
provements, better sewage facilities 










 of the council, 
"Why 
should  we 
sit by 



















































































 Willow Glen 
High  School 
Earth Week program, McCloskey, R -
17th district, asserted "the top 
priority of the Nixon administration 
is the
 success of big business. 
"The 





























students  Ian. 3. 
This  is 
what
 San lose 
State 
University  
Executive  Dean 
C.Grant 
Burton  as 
well  as 
Gilbert
 Friel, of 
the 
state's 

















install  support 
brackets in 
all  Dun-















 6 that his 
company  had 
10 
days to 
make  corrections 
and  bring 



















































































































































 said he had 




 by the state. 
He did 
reveal, 




 with the 
state. 
Friel added
 the state 
would  make 
the 
corrections  if 
jasper  failed to 
comply. 
He
 said he 
expects  it will 
take six 
to eight weeks 
before actual 
















 were taking an 
examination.
 Two 






 by the 
student 
health






developed  a 
week 
later when
 Dr. Joseph 
Young, 
chairman of the 
"i"lfiftY  
Department,  charged 
the cabinets 




conversation regarding the en-
vironment," he 
contended."They  talk 
a lot about the problems of the en-
vironment, but its actions do not 
show such 
concern." 
McCloskey cited the President's 
cutbacks of 
funds for the En-
vironmental Protection
 Agency, his 
initial opposition to the En-
vironmental Policy Act and his lack 
of sympathy for the strengthening of 
anti -pollution standards as being 
"fairly typical 
of
 the President's 
general attitude
 concerning these 
problems. 
"But we are very favored to have 
William Ruckelhaus as 
the  chief ad-
ministrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency," he went on, 
"because
 he has been trying to buck 
these priorities." 
McCloskey also warned the 
audience not to consider those op-
posing environmental and 
conservation 
programs  as "evil 
people." He said 
most of those that 
environmentalists  will be con-
fronting are reasonable people also. 
"We are past the stage where there 
are stiU people who are not aware of 
the environmental problems 
we
 
face," he said. He mentioned recent 
trends in the United States as being 
indicative of this 
awareness.
 
"In the past three or 
four
 years 
since the first Earth Day, we have 
been making major progress in the 
area of environmental awareness," 
he 
stated.  
"The birth rate in the 
United States 
has been stabilized, and the idea of 
zero 
population  growth is the 
prevailing attitude 
in
 places like this 
across the country." 
McCloskey expressed the hope 
that the environmental movement 
has not been 
"just another fad" and 
emphasized the need for Americans 
to recognize what he sees as 
the 
"great
 underlying question that the 
nation must face." 
That question, he stated, is that
 














"We have put such 
emphasis on 
growth in the 
past years," he 
said,  
"but  big shiny 
automobiles  really 
don't mean 
much to the 
real
 hap-







































 for mass 
transportation
 and an' 
economy
 where 
people  don't 
live 30 
miles 
away  from 
where  they 
work."  
He admitted these
 proposals would 
most affect those who are already 
disadvantaged because the 
automobile
 has served as a means for 
equality  of opportunity to 
these
 
people. But he believes a 
responsible  
alternative




Speaking of Willow 
Glen High 
School as 
being one of the leaders
 in 
environmental
 education, he issued a 
challenge
 to the students.  This 
challenge 








 as being "littered 
with garbage 
and old tires." 
The 
fourth  annual 
Earth




 High School 
was 












out the first Earth Day 
iibservance






















































































































































































































experiences  with 
the 
press. Rutledge and his 
at-
torney, ferry Berg, decided 
it best 
In limit the 
size  of the press 
conference 
by




conference  was 
held last 
Friday 






 Army because 
of a torn 
cartilage in 





formula didn't work either. 
In at 
least two instances, what 
was said 
at that press conference 
was distorted. 
The San Jose Mercury is the 
first offender. 
It displayed the following 




"Protester Flunks Physical: 
Sweden Draft Trip in Vain." 




 There is 




thousands  of others 
have  simply 
been found 
physically  unfit for 
induction.  
Rutledge has 
never said his 
Sweden trip was in 
"vain."
 To the 
contrary Rutledge
 contends the 
turnabout  of events concerning 
his case has 
shed light on the 
arbitrary methods used 
by the 
Army  in its induction 
process.  
Rutledge has 
noted that in 1966 
when he 
received his pre -in-
duction physical he was found 
physically fit
 for military service, 
despite 
medical records to the 
contrary, containing
 information 
about a knee injury 
he received 
playing football in 1963.
 
The second offender is the San 
Francisco Chronicle. 
It reported
 Rutledge "has 
learned  seven years too late that 
he never 
had  to leave America to 
avoid the 
Vietnam  war." 
The  facts and dates of 













































Rutledge  did 
not stay in 
Sweden for




























The  irony 
of
 the entire 
folly is 
that Army
















 on the doc-
tor you get." He 




unfit  for in-
duction.  He 
didn
 t learn seven
 
years too
 late, an army
 doctor did. 
Amnesty
 for draft 
resisters  is a 
controversial



























the  facts have been 
put  
straight





Fines -effective tool of enforcement?
 
Last month the Bay 
Area Air 
Pollution Control District 
(APCD) lost one of its important 
enforcement devices in a ques-




Calif., held that a 
provision of the 
health and safety code giving air 
pollution control districts the 
power
 to levy $500 per day fines 
against industrial polluters did 
not apply to the
 Bay Area district. 
Technically, the 
decision  may 
be considered
 correct in that the 
Bay












 found this loophole
 to 
allow his company to 
pollute  free 






of charge for as long as it takes to 
rectify this situation. He 
probably got a "well 
done" from 
the 
corporation  president and a 
bonus for his initiative. 
Since this decision, Assem-
blyman Alister McAlister (D -San 
Jose) has introduced emergency 
legislation in 
Sacramento  to 
return fining power to the Bay 
Area district. 
The bill is co-authored by 






concellos of Santa Clara 
County  
and March Fong of Oakland. 
In a press 
release annoucing the 
introduction
 of the measure, 
McAlister 
stated, "What in effect 
this refinery is saying is that it 
has to obey the law 
everywhere  in 
involvement 
Hola todos 




 Spring has 
finally 
sprung ojala que 
si porque si no 
pues 
todos tendremos que 
conseguirnos
 una chalupa para
 
poder ir de 
un lugar a otro. 
Just
 
one big hand for all the 
people 
that
 were involved in making 
the 
"gig" 




happening.  There was a 
real  
good crowd and 
the  music was as 
expected a todo mecate. 
To all 
concerned  people 
this  
is 
for you. As most of 
us
 know 
Alviso has, in the past and 
still  
been having its hassles. Seems 
that Alviso 
was  annexed to the 
city of San Jose and not too much 
has been done to 
improve
 it. Pues 
la gent e de Alviso 
ya esta cansada 
de vivir en tales condiciones.
 
Ellos are asking that we write a 
letter to the mayor and council. 
The people  are asking
 that we 
write 


















will not be 
able to receive








































































































a illle II to i ja% 
you straight on what you should 
do to make up your unit deficien-
cy. 
You know 
summer  is not that 
far off and soon 
we
 are going to be 
looking  for a job 
pues  do not fear 
for Manuel Carrillo is there.
 If 
you need a 
"chamba"  for the 
summer or are 
looking for one 
now,  just trip on 
down to the EOP 
Building
 and you 
will find 
Manuel
 there on MWF
 from 9-
4:30 
and if he is not 
there you will 
find Lucy 
Castillo  from 
9-4:30  
and




daily  and they 
will  help 
you 
find

















































Attention  all 
tutors. I 
think  that 
Art 
is throwing






























composed  of 
students  and com-
munity 
people, and if you 
want to 
be part of it you
 should call this 
number
 270-1053, 
there  you will 
be told 
all  that you 









portense bien que no les cuesta 
nada.
 Espero que todos se
 Is 
Ileven








........-,--- I, i NI alligo 
the state except in the San Fran-
cisco Bay. Such a posture is bad 
corporate
 citizenship and bad 
public relations." 
It would seem 
that the bad 
public relations and 
bad  citizen-
ship is in 
the act of polluting, not 
in 
the  reluctance of an 
industry  to 
pay the fines involved. 
After all, the $500
 per day fine 
is 
not benefiting the 
residents  of 
an
 area who must 
suffer  the 
effects  of the 
refinery that 
belches
 out illegal 
emissions  all 
day long. 
The fine 




 tool of 
en-
forcement
 for air 
pollution  con-
trol. Although
 it is 






 it is still










may  be 
quite a 




































 day is a 
mere
 drop in the
 bucket 






















































 at San 
lose, 
Coltfornio  







social  ton 


























































14.50.  Off 
campus 
price  per 































Fine Arts Editor 
Entertainment Editor 


























































































Spec  oul 














































 when the 
Spartan
 
Daily  said "No" to 
San  Jose State 
University Pres. 
John  H. Bunzel. 
A few 
weeks ago, 
Dr.  Bunzel 
asked the Daily









president  and 
university  press. 
In 
what  he 
termed
 a courtesy 
to 
him  and his 
office, Dr. 
Bunzel 
asked  the 
Daily








 statements by 
the 
president 
which  he 
himself
 
deemed  suitable 
for publication.
 
What Pres. Bunzel 
was asking 
for,





 would be 
newsworthy  to the 
readers of the 
Daily  or any other
 media at the 
meetings. 
The 
only  problem 
there, of 
course, is that the
 president's idea 
of news and 






since the man 




 shy, sometimes 
cautious,
 sometimes afraid
 of the 
image they 
project.  
Pres.  13unzel's 
image,
 to be sure, 
always has
 been cool, 
controlled  
and courteous. 
Odds  are he wants 






discussion  the 
Daily  decided 
to turn down the 
president's  re -
1   
quest for executive privilege and 




 the news of 
Academic  Council. 
In covering a meeting which, 
according to its own 
bylaws,  
proclaims to be open especially to 
the press, the press should have 
the right to call the shots. That 
may not be 
courteous,  but it's 
ethical and fair. After all, if Dr. 
Bunzel wants to be informal, 
personal and off-the-record with 
the members of Academic Coun-
cil he can always ask for an 
executive sessiona perfectly 




 comments, by 
the way, are not always terribly 
newsworthy. Most of them, in 
fact, probably would never see 
print. The Daily simply 




 is news. 
An interesting sidelight to the 
controversy is that the Brown 
Act, a state law enacted in 1954, 
stipulates that all public 
proceedings and documents are 
open to the press. In a February 
editorial
 the Daily charged the 
Brown
 




fortunately, according to the 
chancellor's office legal counsel, 
Academic Council legally is not 
public.
 The Brown Act does not 
apply.  














































































 Naylor is 
seeking
 re-election
 to Seat No. 
4 
on the April
 10 ballot." 
Another






"Garza  is seeking re-
election to 
Seat




Naylor and Garza would 
be a 
pretty good trick, since they were 
not elected
 to the council in the 
first place. They 
were  appointed. 
There were two 
vacant seats on 
the city 
council
 in 1971, due to 
the death of 
Councilman Kurt 
Gross, and the election of Coun-
cilman Norman Mineta to Mayor 
of San 
Jose. 
Mineta and the 
four
 remaining 
members of the council chose not 
to hold a special election, but 
rather to appoint Naylor and Al 
Garza to serve out the two 
unexpired  terms. 
As the monopoly newspaper of 
San Jose, the Mercury -News has 
a heavy responsibility to report 






All signed articles on 
the 
Daily Forum 
page reflect only 
the opinion of the individual 
writer. Editorials represent the 
majority opinion of the 
editorial board. 
Readers are invited to write 
letters to the editor. For quick, 
full 
publication, letters should 






 on a  55 -space
 line. All 
letters must be signed with 
name, student card number, 
address and phone 
for 
verification. We will not print 
anonymous  letters. 
The maximum length for 
letiers is 400 words, about 15 
,column 
inches. 





People are so quick to 
criticize.  Such is the case in 
regards to Dennis 
King's  
proposal for "revenue sharing." 
The criticisms have been 
various but none 
have  proposed 
solutions which would 
improve 
the 
present  voting percentage. 
Someone  feels Dennis lacks 
decision -making capabilities 
because he was 
only
 half -
serious about his 
proposal.  
Well, regardless of the merit of 
his idea he just wanted to see 
what student reaction would be 
(that he's seen) for I'm sure had 
he backed the proposal 100 per 
cent there would have been 
those just waiting to capitalize 
on
 his failure in getting student 
reactions to new ideas. 
Oh, and what about doing 
away with student government, 
well, what about doing away 
with  city government, state 
government,
 federal 
government, because our 
representatives 
are  undecisive 
and 
unstimulating,
 because not 
enough people vote, because 
politicians come 













 with  
no
 time












I am sure is a fine 
thing,
 but 


























 of ROTC -
trained officers
 than that 
presented
 by Ardie 
Clark.  Like 
Mr. Clark I 
spent two years in 
the army 
and I met my share 
of 
officers  who hada 
divine
 gift for 
making
 life absolute hell 
for  any 
man in his 
command.  
Unlike






 to the 
character of 





 any group 
of men, some
 were good and 
some 
were what can 
only be kin-




to the year I spent
 in Vietnam, as 
a group,



















rather  pass 
himself off
 as an enlisted






















 same  







by the brigade 
commander,  








 the time he 
was  with us. 
If changes 
















 result of 
officers
 trained in 
































































































































































































































if we are 
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By STEVEN W. TERRY 
Compiled from the Associated Press 
WOUNDED 




-month  Indian 
dispute  at 
Wounded  
Knee.  Sen. 
James
 S. 
Abourezk.D-S.D..  said yesterday. 
Abouezk said 
Russell  Means and Dennis Bank, 
leaders
 of the 
American Indian 
Movement,  have disappeared
 from Wounded 
Knee Monday 
night,  and local Indian 
leaders
 of the Oglala Sioux 
tribe have 
taken  control. They are 
prepared to meet with 
federal 
negotiators  Wednesday 
in
 Rapid City,  he said. 
A 
federal
 marshal' was 
seriously
 wounded Monday
 during a 
heavy 
exchange  of gunfire 
between
 Indian occupation















care  of 
yesterday
 by the 






 to A.S. Council 
























after  a 
$3,000
 cut 
from the original 
request  sub-











activities  and in-
tramurals. had









submitted  for 
$5,000, 













 budget due 



















 to the 























































King  explained, 
was made
































































director  of 
the 


































































































money will probably be 
meted 
out to the Program Board and 
Recreation 
groups  and the 
A.S. newsletter will be 








isa lob.  Like most 
employees, the 
1,0113 people 
employed as instructors 
at 
San 
lose State University are
 
concerned not
 only with 
excellence
 in their profession 





are up for 
promotion according to Dr. 
Robert Sasseen,  dean of the 
faculty.
 
To this end, certain codes. 
procedures and standards 
have been developed at the 
state and university level that 
govern raises and promotions. 
At the slate level,  ranks for 
instructors have been drawn 
up. These  ranks are: lecturer, 
instructor, assistant
 profes-
sor, associate professor and 
'full, professor. Between each 
rank there are five steps, each 
step represents an automatic 
yearly raise. When step five of 
any rank is reached an instruc-
tor is eligible for a promotion.
 
Promotions  are not 
automatic. According to 
state 
codes, the university must 
develop proceedures 
whereby  























join seven other 
candidates  in the 
race for three 
seats on 
the Oak Grove 
School 
Board 
April  17. 
Worley,
 34, is an 
instructor 
for
 IBM in San 
lose.  He has 















 he added. 
Worley's other








 direction in 
reaching 




 on the three R's and 
more 

















 5907 Clydesdale Ave. 
Mrs. Worley
 is a senior art ma-






























 the pert ormance of 
each candidate fur promotion 
and make a recommendation 
which eventually goes to the 
president  of the university. 
The president. in 
thiscase  Dr. 
John Bunzel. makes the final 
decisions on who is to 
be 
promoted.  
According to university 
procedures.
 it is up 
to the can-
didate  and his 

































































In order for a faculty member to get a promotion, his 
. performance and qualifications must be reviewed by 
C hain 
various promotion committees from his department and 






By MARK BUSSMANN 
Many  fire extinguishers at 
San lose State
 University 
have not been serviced in ac-
cordance  with state laws, but 
will now be. Byron Bollinger, 
superintendent of buildings 
and grounds. said Monday. 




pressurized water and pres-
surized dry chemical,  are re-
quired by Title 19 of the State 
of California Administrative 
Code, to be discharged. 
inspected,
 and recharged an-
nually. 
A week ago,
 a random 
survey by the Spartan Daily 
found several dry chemical 
extinguishers 
with tags pun-
ched only inspected instead of 
the required recharged or 
serviced.
 
During the survey, one Daily 
reporter observed a water 







said he was only inspecting 
the extinguishers to see if the 
pressure registered on the 
guage. He said he tapped to 
guage to make sure it wasn't 
sticking. 
Deputy





explained the reason for dis-
charging the extinguishers. 
"Sometimes 




 cakes or 
solidifies, so they need to be 
emptied and the internal parts 
inspected." Schierenberg said. 
"The pressurized water 
extinguishers
 must be dis-
charged and inspected to in-
sure there is no corrosion from 
the water inside the shell." 
On Monday. Gallardo said 
he normally discharges and 
recharges the extinguishers,  
but he had received a special  
order to service
 the Student 
Union and, due to a time 
shortage, he was 
only
 able to 
inspect the extinguishers. 
Gallardo is the only service 
man at SISU, but Bollinger 
said he will be able to handle 
the increased
 work. 
In the past, Gallardo has 
Blood
 





"Will you give an 
hour  of 
your time and a unit of 
blood  to 










question  once again 
at San lose State University 
Spartagutalli 
Toole, 










Enact  Calm House will host a 
special
 spaahet t i feed from 8 to 
p.m.  All 
you can
 rd. for 75 cents. 
Music  will be 
provided hy a 
rock group led by Greg 
Harris 
Mood Dosetfoos: The American Red 
Crain Blond 





 Rum from 0 
a.m. until 6 
P,m 
Bach Tellt: Professor ',wee Klan 




 Labyrinth of Solitude" 
by Orlavio Poe in 
the Spartan Cafeteria 
Room
 A of 12:30 p.m. 
Speaker/
 
On Eugene Bianchi of the 
Iniversity
 





 12:30 p.m. 
Olden Somlow 
Dr. France. lames of 
the 
National  Science 
Foundation  will 
speak in DH 
135 at 1:30 p.m. 
Velveteen for camp counselor positions 
are needed for Easter
 camp for 
underprivileged children. All interested 
perttnns please rnmr 















 30 other 
exhibits
 are to be 




































 put on by 
ver ma campus departments. 










advertising and promotion at 
Eastridge, 
estimated
 that last 
year's community turn
-out  for 
the four -day affair was
 
175,000. 
He predicted this 
year's number 
will be 200,000. 






people into the 









relation office on campus des-
cribed the departmental
 
exhibits as a chance
 for the 
community to 







Shwa Dolts CM will meet In IC 208 al 
7:30 p.m. Guest speaker will be Gary 
Heyne. national 




 Ensemble, directed 
by Lauren lakey.




p.m. Admission is free. 
Wedoettday  Glossa 
presents "They 
Shoot Horns Don't They?" in Morris 
Dailey 
Auditorium  at 130 and /30 p.m. 
Admission 




 "University on 
Parade," a lour -day affair. spotlighting  
various !HSI/ departments,  offices,  and 
groups. will open at Entridge Shopping 
Center
 





Riven& Dons and Patrick Meierolto will 
present a recital of duo -piano 
In Concert 
Hall or Ir 15 p.m. Admission is free. 
Wet  Mort Corks HMOS presenin 
"Swampeteam."  a rock mimic group iv 







891U Old Club will meet to the 8.11 
Umunhum Room et 7:30 p.m. 
"The Arab Wooten" is the subject ol 
Thornily'. seminar in the S.U. 
Imunhuin
 
Room  at 12:30 p.m. Guest 
weaker will 
be





lent Mort Cane. Ho.. present. 
Headstone,"
 
 rock music band. Horn a 
p.m to midnight Adminion if 75 cent. 





at 130 pm. 
Friday Mite preeente "Botch," starring 
Walter
 Welk.. in Morris Dailey 
Auditorium
 
at 7 and 10 p.m. Adminion 
is Sonnet.. 
Drumm The West 
Co..?
 premier of 
"Stick. and Banes" will be preeented
 
in 
the SISII Drama Department in the 
Ilniversily 
Theatre  at 8 p.m. Adminion 
is Si for SISI I students and 52 for the 
 I publor. 
Matomarphoole 
multiimege show . 
will be presented in IC 141 on Friday and 
Saturday
 or 7 30 p rn Adminion Isle.. 
Sehrelsy  
!HSU lap  Amerleao Social 
Organintion
 will 
merlin the S Lome 
Print. 
Ballroom at 730 
p.m 
Aeinvere to 








 March was "An. 
limey Adverse." Geri Frobe was 
/oldlinger," sod Greta Garbo 
portrayed the tillerole a Anns 
K orenins." 
when its blood drive program 
gets underway at 9 a.m. in the 
S.U. Loma Prieta Room today 
and 
Thursday.  
The annual Red Cross blood 
drive, sponsored by S1SU's 
Air Force ROTC. is offering 
free Herfy's hamburgers to the 
first 500 donors as well as 
numerous other gifts. 
The program, which is clas-
sified as a community -
university 
project,  according 
to AFROTC spokesman cadet 
Robert  McNeese. has set its 
projected goal at over 800 
pints. 
The ot her gifts and prizes in-
clude flying lessons, buckets 
of chicken (the finger lickin' 
good brandj, donuts and free 
bowling and pool in the 
students 
games  area of the 
Student Union. 
According
 to cadet 
McNeese,
 anyone who 
-attempts to 
donate" will be 
given a chance at the drawing 
for the prizes immediately 
following the blood drive. 
The  procedures for
 giving 
blood. according to the Red 
Cross, are quite simple. 
First, one 
must
 show up. 
Second, he 
registers  and gives 
a 
brief medical 








 and blood 
pres-
sure.  
The rest is rest...if one 
qualifies, 
practically 
everyone does, they take a pint 
of blood painlessly, while the 
donor lies
 on his back. Taking 
the blood
 is actually the 
shortest part of it...about five 
or six minutes. 
After that one 
relaxes for a 
few moments and has a cup of 















 work, Bollinger 
said, but now 





 his job is 
literally










he will not 
be 
able to service the water 
pressure 
extinguishers  in the 
Student Union 





 confronted by the 
Daily, Bollinger 
said he 
believed  the water 
pressure  
extinguishers
 were being dis-
charged and 
recharged






 to be 
inspected.
 














will be changed. 
Since 
he





said he is 
not able to 
keep  up 
with all the













 not fire 
extinguishers.  
"Because

















sor Michael Otten said. 
He 
further noted the 
difficulty  in 
passing judgement on one's 
peer. 
Criteria for 
evaluation  falls 
into three general categories: 
effectiveness in academic as-
s g n m en I . scholarly 
achievement  and 
professional  
contributions and 
activity,  Dr. 
Sasseen
 said. 
According to appendix C of 
the Staff  Reference 
Book, the 
first category 
refers to the 
instructor's 
teaching ability. 
The second refers to his 
productivity,  such as research 
and publication. The final
 
category refers to 
participation in organizations 




committees are the first step in 
the evaluation






 have tenure. 
No member is allowed to 
pass on the 
promotion 
recommendation
 of any 
faculty member of equal or 
higher rank. The department 
chairman serves as head of 
this body. 
The committee must decide 
upon one of four recommen-
dations: urgently recommend, 
strongly recommend, 




into the candidate's dossier 
and is passed to the school 
promotions  committee. In ad-
dition, the chairman submits 
his own letter of recommen-
dation.  
A candidate is notified of his 
recommendation and may file 
an appeal 
which also goes to 
the school committee for con-
sideration. 
The school committee, made 
up of 
members  elected by their 
departments,  is chaired
 by the 
dean of that particular school. 
This body also makes 
a 
recommendation
 on each can-
didate;






siers on all 
candidates are 
forwarded to t  
he all university 
committee. 
This





by Pres. Bunzel. 
At this level,  
each  candidate 
is again 
evaluated  and 
recommendations
 are again 
made. 
This  body prepares 
a 
complete
 classification of all
 
candidates and 





















 is a state 
policy that
 only 60 per 




may be of the two upper 
faculty ranks. 
Dr. Sasseen said this policy 
may effect 
the university in 
the near future because the 
faculty is no longer growing 
and fewer new members are 
being added to the lower 
ranks. 
Diane
 McNutt of the
 SISU 
public  relations 
office  said a 
proposal  that 
would res-
tructure 













































































notoriously  vicious 
and
 intricately 















Including  Levi's 



































HAVE TO WAIT 
TILL FALL. 
Openings for liberal arts graduates. majors in math, 
physics, chemistry. others.
 




































g 3 30S. 
10th St. 





















































































































































































































cent  of all 
the likker































































































































 well in 
hand  by 
the  hicks 




 out to 
buy
 that 
car.  He 






























car  dealer. 






and  makes 
off  with it 
back
 
to the Big 
City. 
The 
rest is non -history 
but 






   
Segal 







bright  little 














































































 That the 
days  of counts 
contentment  are 








the idea of 







By JIM ENGEL 
Out from 
behind  the pile of 
amps 




 dressed in blue 
jeans 




 his guitar with a 
harmonica around 
his neck. 
With no introduction he sat 
down and began to sing above 
the applause from the 
audience. As the lights 
focused the face of Neil Young 
appeared.
 
This was Young's long 
awaited concert last weekend 
at Winterland. His big one will 
be coming to the 
Oakland 
Coliseum this Saturday night. 
The show ranged from good 
to bad with high and low 




songs from the 









 am a 
Child,"  
from  his 
Springfield
 days. 
This  song was 
one of the 
highlights  of 





voice sounding perfect. 
But in other instances
 where 
Young 
could  not control his 
voice it cracked. 
it's at 
Since this was his 59th 
appearance in approximately 
75 days, it was understan-
dable. 
About seven songs 
into his 
set, Young was
 joined by his 
backup band the "Stray 
Gators," led by lack Nitzche. 
They proved to 
be superb as 
they played a fine electric 




crisp and sharp, using the 
right proportions. It was after 
"The Loner" that things went 
downhill.
 
Six new songs were in-
troduced,  the strongest being 
"Times Fade Away," a 1950's 
style rocker, while most of the 











 that Young's main 
problem was that he didn't
 
really care about the audience 
and
 generated 
his  apathy 
outward. 
Young  closed wit hone





But at that time
 it didn't 
seem to 
matter what 
he did, he 























 in San 
lose. All 














 San lose, 





















Cellar  in Los 














(Downstairs  at 6:00
 p.m.), foe 
Ferrara  
(Downstairs
 at 9:00 
p.m.), 
Yankee Hill 
(Upstairs  at 9:00
 p.m.) Friday 
and Saturday:
 
   
At Winterland
 in San Francisco,
 Frank Zappe




Ruben  and the leis (Fri. 
Sat);  
At the 

































April  13 
at 


























Saints  in 














































































Segal doesn t leave
 inn pes-
simistic note though. The 
artificial will eventually be 
replaced by the real, he feels. 
After  the 
Fender  
Merchant  
removes the artificial tree 
from the Pooper's 
property.  
Zeke imagines a plan to make 
all 
well  again. 
'55 al.- he says.  
we got us a 
woodshedful  o' 
greenbacks  
already.












Yup. That thar 
is a right -fine 
philosophy
 to sow. 















Erich  Segal. 
author  of "Love 
Story." 
has  written 
another 
fairy tale. 




"Fairy Tale" is 
a newfangled 
version
 of the classic.
 "lack 
and the Beanstalk." 
The book's 
young  and in-
nocent
 hillbilly hero,  
lake, is 
sent by his 
family  to the Big 
City  to barter 
for
 a car. 





 used car sales-
man. has 
snookered  the yokel. 
Happy Humphrey has 
the 
















learns of the 











Noel Cow  amo us British 
playwright who, Aldous 
Huxley claimed, 
"can take up 
situations 
between the most 
superficial human 
beings and 
whip them up 
into
 a mountain 
of the
 most delectable 
merigue," 
died early Monday 
morning at 
his  home in 
Kingston,  Jamaica of a 
heart  






his plays shallow pieces 




 have had to eat 
their words as 
a revival of 
Cowards songs and 
plays have 
seen a 





Lives."  Both are playing to 
capacity 
audiences
 in New 
York and London. 









 until 1969 
that  he 



















 a third 
volume  at 
the time
 of his 
death.  
His acting 
career started at 
the age 


















 the age of 18. 







Coward's plays for all their 
wit and elegance revealed the 
hypocrisy and triviality
 of 
smart British society. His 
comedies of manners 
portrayed characters as vic-
tims of post Victorian 
morality,  their lives trapped in 
a round of gay activity devoid 
of meaning or purpose. 
Coward won rave reviews 
for his movies as well as his 
films. He directed and starred 
in a 1943 film in Which 
We 
Serve" the story 
of a British 
crew on a destroyer. 
As
 a composer, Coward 
penned the music and lyrics  of 
three 
musicals, "The Year of 
Grace," "Bittersweet" and 
"Words of Music." His song 
"Mad Dogs and Englishmen" is 
his 
most  famous song. 
Born December 16. 1899 into 
what Coward called "a good 
family" he was privately 
tutored but spent most of his 
youth in dancing
 and singing 
lessons.
 
By the age of 12, Coward 
having 
already
 toured in 
several plays said. "I could 
have found my way anywhere
 
around
 London with ease and I 
















































 his own lines, 
"I'll



























































the  Student 
Union 












































 a durn 
sight 
prettier  than 
money."  
















story into a 
contemporary 
adult satire is an 
artistic  flop. 
In "Fairy Tale." 
the Segal 
style is 
mostly  alliteration and 
other word play. Some of 
the  
puns have been done 
more 
effectively in 
the TV series. 
"Rocky and His Friends." 
The writer's continuous use 
of alliteration 
makes  reading 
the book analogous to reading 
a Thesaurus. The 
book's
 
freshness rapidly disappears 
with passages like. "But lake, 
despondent,  disconsolate, dis-
couraged and 




Another gem is, "Needless to 
say. 
they  were elated and 




Also. Segal's wit is disap-
pointing. There's no punch
 in. 
"This is the philosophical part 
of the story. It 
didn't say 
anything anyone didn't 
already know. But 
of
 course, 
that is what philosophy is." 
Or try this one. 
"The owl 
gave a hoot. At that hour he 
was the only one who did." 
In short. "Fairy Tale" fails 
terribly. Or 
as Segal might 
write. "The carefully con-
trived, conspicuously cute, 
commercially constructed, 
corny composition can't cut 
the 
custard."  
Last and least, the 
publisher, Harper & Row. 
must think there are 
plenty of 
yahoos with a money tree to 
spend $5 for less than
 50 pages 




















"Firing  Line: 
Woman's 









































































































































































 of a 
star  like 
Bowie 
to 































































































































and  dip 
up
 and down, here
 and there. 
Overall, 
the  songs are average. 
But the title 





terials? You've come 
to the right place. We 
of music, and 
his wife Doris 
carry a complete line
 
will  present a piano
 recital for of "name -brand"
 art 




29 at 8;15 p.m. in the
 Concert 
and tools for the pro
-
Hall. Admission is free,
 
fessional and amateur 
The 
Meierottos  will play 
the 
alike. We'd
 like to give 
works 
of Schubert,





 list but it would 
take more than this 




"Kotch" starring Walter 
Matthau and directed by jack 
Lemmon will play at the 
"Friday 
Flicks" this Friday 
as
 
luck would have it) 7:30 p.m. 
and 10 p.m.. 
in Morris Dailes 
Auditorium. Admission is 50 
cents. 
whole page 
to tell you 
about everything we 
have
 in 
stock. Why not 











ond wallpaper co. 
78
 Valley Fair 
Son Jore.248-4117l
 































































rugby  club, 
sets for 




weekend.  He 































Yours is the 
Earth and 
everything  that's in it, 
And -which 
is more -you'll 
be a man, my son! 
Rudyard
 Kipling 
This verse and the entire 
poem. "If" by Kipling has been 
associated with the sport of 
football. But the
 way athletes 
are looked 
upon  as gods these 
days, a more human connec-
tion can be seen with a sport 
such  as 
rugby.  
Many  players 
who once 
wrapped up their entirelivesin
 
the 
violence, joy, agony, 
pampering,  long
 hours of prac-
tice, drugs, and 







ball could never offer
 them. 







sport; violent but 
tailor  
made 
for  gentlemen," the 5 -
foot -10, 175 pound 
forward  
said.  
Chaboya, a senior who 
prepped at Piedmont Hills 






By GARY HYMAN 
PEBBLE BEACH San lose 
State Rugby Club finished
 a 
disappointing  22 in a 32 -team 
field 
at the 15th annual 
Monterey 






 Spartan ruggers 
fell
 to 
the low standing Sunday
 after 
suffering  a 15-3 defeat at the 
hands of a 
powerful  and quick 
Stanford
 side. The Spartans, 




year.  were pitted 
against Stanford 
as a result of 
their performances 
in the 
opening rounds Saturday. 
In the Saturday
 prelims, the 
local
 scrummies 
lost to Los 
Angeles















 up 10 
yards  shy 
of
 the try 



















 against t Smnford 
side for the contention of 21 
place.
 
The weather was 
particularly cold Sunday and 
the Spartans proved to be 
equally as frozen as they 
managed to score only on a 
second -half penalty kick by 
Dave Paul 
awarded  for a Stan-
ford offsides in the scrum. 
Meanwhile, the Stanford
 
side gained 7 
points  in the first 
period
 on a 25 -yard 3 -pointer
 
penalty  kick by Bob 
Hurtinstein on a Spartan 
of f sides and a try by Eric Test. 
Test, a quarterback for the 
Stanford foot ball team, 
managed 
to pick the ball up 
from a loose ruck and sprint 35 
yards through the sluggish 
Spartan defenders. 
The
 second half proved
 to be 
icing for the Stanford side as 
Hurtinstein hustled into the 
Spartan try line falling on a 
loose ball. The conversion was 
good by 




In the battle for first 
place,  
the Santa Monica rugby club 
utilized its strong forwards to 































years at San f ose State 
University. Through Keith 
Lansley his instructor, he 
became interested in rugby. 
"I've played football and 
thought it was a really good 
sport," Chaboya said, "but I 
like rugby alot better. It's alai 
more fun." 
He elaborated that on(: 
doesn't get tortured in practice 




you  want to kill 
a guy during the 
game  because 
of a cheap 
shot but after 
the 
game everybody
 is friends," he 
commented.  




some kind of a 
drinking function,
 where both 
learns get together and have a 
good
 time. This usualIN 
happens in 
football  but the 
separatism
 is there,  and 
the op-
ponents aren't reunited. 
"When a games over it's
 
over," Chaboya said. He 
pointed out that there's not the 
great feeling 
that the world 
has 
just come to an end simply 
because the game was lost. 
Players









Columbia  Lions of the 
Canadian Football
 League, 
and Dave Olerich, 
linebacker  
for the San Francisco
 49ers, 
have played 
slot  of football 
but still
 play rugby for what
 
the sport has 
to
 offer them. 
Both play for
 the Ramblers 




"It takes as 
much
 or more 
skill to 
play rugby than it does 
to play football." 
Chaboya  
explained. "Football is such a 
specialized sport. In rugby you 
have to do alot of things 
well  
or you just can't cut it." 
A good example of this is the 
European
 teams who are 
much  
smaller  than 








equally. How many 
football 
players
 can run, tac-
kle, 
pass, kick, and 
scrum in 
one game 
and do them 
all well? 
Being 





 rugby players. 
Chaboya feels that it's
 kind of 
a thankless 
game  that's hard 
I or most 
people  to understand. 
Wearing 
little  or no padding, 
injuries are 
common.  Broken 
noses, cuts, 




 style of tac-




 feels that 
rugby will catch on simply 
because, "People are tired of 
the pressure in other sports." 
But what if rugby really did 
catch on 
in America, and 
suddenly every game meant 
the world to the coach, and all 
the millions of fans. Then it 
just wouldn't be the same for 
the 
rugby  players. 
Chaboya likes things just 
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 is my life." 
Sounds like the title of 
another Sports Illustrated 
Book  Club special. 
In reality, this is the feeling 
Bill Kauffold has experienced 
as a judoka. 
"Judo has given a lot to me." 
Kauffold stated, "and I like to 
think  I've given a lot to it." 
Kauffold is the No. 1 176 






major started his judo career 
with the Mercy ludo Club on 
Okinawa. His father is a 
Master Sergeant in the Air 
Force, and by Kauffold's own 
estimation he's moved "26 
times in the 
last 20 years." 
"American judo is way 
behind the rest of the world." 
stated Kauffold," but that's 
because there are no "big" 
stars in America. 
"If there aren't any "big" 
stars. Americans usuallydon't 
support a 
sport, and judo 
wouldn't have any big stars 
unless
 it receives some sup-
port from the American 
public. It's a vicious circle. 
"Other European and Asian 
countries have full-time 
training centers and their 
judokas are 
considered  
honored athletes by their 
ountries."
 
Kauffold won the 176 pound 
National Collegiate judo title 
and will be one of three 
representatives for 
the  
Spartans at the National 




Georgia April 6 and 7. 
"Bill really works hard," 
said Uchida, "and he really has 
a big future ahead of him." 
The dark haired junior was 
born in San f,uis Obispo,
 and 
graduated from Hamilton 
township High School in 
Columbus. Ohio. He finished 
third in the 165 pound division 
of the
 High School Nationals 
and became a first 
degree 
beta belt in judo when he was 
15 years -old. 
"I 
came
 to San lose State 
because of its judo reputation 
and also because of its 
academic standing," stated 
Kauffold. He attended Florida 
State University for one year 
before transfering to SISU. 
"The coach really lets you 
develop your
 own style,  while 
instilling 
confidence and a 
winning tradition," said Kauf-
fold. 
"Bill has a lot of potential," 
said Uchida, "and
 he's really 
matured mentally in helping 
his teammates, as well as 
gaining confidence as he 
learns new 
technique."  
"When I'm on the 
mat, I'm 
the 
aggressor."  stated Kauf-
fold, "I have to be rough out 
there and take command. 
Timing, speed and technique 
are all equally important, but I 
look
 for the 
"snap"
 in it, you 
really shake up your op-
ponent, and this in turn gives 
you a psychological ad-
vantage."  
Kauffold, who became a 
second 
degree
 black belt just  
after he 
turned  18, named 
Irwin Cohen, a 
judoka he faced 
at the men's 
Nationals in 
Chicago,
 as the toughest op-
ponent he's ever faced. 
"Bill is 
definitely a vital 
asset to the judo team," said 
Mary Kusomoto, one of 
Kauf-
fold's teammates. "he's really 
aggressive 
on
 the mat." 
"In judo, I feel 
that you deal 
with "real" people. Nobody's 
playing 
personality games 
with you,- said 
Kauffold.  












































rolled to another 
convincing  
victory 
Monday,  knocking off 
Gal Poly 8-1, 
at




 have now won 
live
 matches in a row. 
Andy Moffat the teams
 No. 1 
man was 
beaten by Dan 
Lambert
 by the narrowest of 
margins 6-7 and 
6-7. Lambert 
was an All-American on the 













University  last 




Country Club in Napa. 
The linkmen
 won the match 
by a 
score  of 18-9. 
Although the 
Spartans  were 
victorious  in the 
match  played 





with the low score of the day. 
He shot an even par 72. 
But SISLI's 
golfers  offset the 
line round with some balance
 
of their own. 
Phil  Barry and 
Brian Inkster led the Spartans 
with three over par 75's. The 
rest of the scores went 
as
 
follows; Dean May 
76, Mark 
Lye 77, Jim Knoll 78, and Don 
Thames 79. 
Coach 
ferry Vroom stated 
that the 
course played very 









We're a long way 
from
 





 be attributed 







 of the 
teams






boon April 6, in 
Galt,  near 
Lodi, for 




SAL'S  SUB 
SHOP
 
858 I 3111 .51  28,1-9368 
The squad 
went on to 
sweep 



























 out the 







 and toe 
Meyers  











reflected  that the 
team is 
playing




was  great to 
beat
 such a 
strong 
team
 so soundly. 
Coach 











been  having 
lately." 
He also 
said that the 
doubles 





 and are 




as intigal units. 
'rhe Spartans 
record
 is 8-1, 
and they 
are well on their
 way 
to bettering 























University  of 
Colorado. 
March
 29. 2 p.m. 
Col
 versit y of 
Oregon, 
March
 39, 2 p.m. 
Santa  Barbara, 
April 2. 2:30 
p.m. 
University of 
California  at 
 
















Berkeley. April 3, 2 p.m. 
Cal State Hayward. 
April 4, 
2:30 p.m. 
The Spartans will then be on 
a four game road trip which 
culminates With Stanford on 





in gym meet 
The Spartan women's 
gymnastic team traveled to the 
University of Nevada - Reno 






gymnastic  meet and 
vaulted 
their way to the 
second 













 beam. Dana 
Carbonaro 
placed  first in 
vaulting with Loretta Andro 
adding a third 




 routine on the beam 
earning second place in the 
intermediate class. In the 
floor  




while Laura Smith chalked up 







third  place with 
Michele
 Moore, who 
captured 
fifth place 





in a dual option 
meet April 12 
at
 Sacramento 
State University at 4:30 p.m. 
































PLUS   
THE











































per  cent techinque," 
commented  
Kauf f old. 
If you add those figures up. 
they total 
190  per cent, and 
that's exactly
 what Bill Kauf-
fold gives at every practice 
and every match. 
Maybe 
American  












^  ":'1,02' 
 ...area:. 
BILL KAUFFOLD
 (left) takes 
command
 of unidentified 
opponent  in the National
 Collegiate judo 
Championships  
held last 
week.  The Spartans
 won their 12th 
consecutive 
national  crown, Kauffold














skinned  the Gators 
of
 
San Francisco State last week 
5-1, as the 




















netgal  Linda Mitchell 
6-1,  6-4 
in 
the Spartan's only
 loss of 
the afternoon. 
Linda  Street outlasted 




Ann Giometti downed 
her 
'Frisco foe Sue 
Currie  6-0, 6-1. 
In doubles action, the 
Spartagals  swept all 
three  
matches, as 
No.  1 rated 
doubles
 team of Donna Casio
 
and  Maureen 
Kennedy 
defeated  Abby 
((corm and 
Mona Nakamura










Irene Sakeno and 
Karen Howard 6-1, 6-3. The 
SISU duo of Donna Kouach 
and Nadine Dunning downed 
Chris Revel and Cathy 
Steinberg 
6-3.  3-6, 6-1. 
"San Francisco looked 
tough  
in its 
preliminary  drills," said 
Spartan mentor Irene 
Lind-
quist, "but I 
guess  we were 
tougher." 
"IDonnal  Cosio 
and 
(Maureen) Kennedy have a 
real good chance of winning 
the doubles title," Lindquist 
added, "if they can keep up 
their present form." 
The netgals next matches 
will be against Fresno State 
University and the University
 
of Pacific. Saturday march 31 
at Fresno. 
"(low  we do against Fresno 
and Pacific will really he a 
telling factor for us," 
commented Lindquist. "Fresno 
finished  second in our league 
last 























(NCIAC)  along 
with Pacific,
 Fresno, Mills 
College 
of San Francisco. 
Stanford University, San 
francisco and 




 loss in the 
singles action 
to
 the Gators, 
represents
 the first loss 
in
 
match play for 
SISU  this year. 
P.S. 
El RANCHO DRIVE IN 























































Color  Show 
510
 WeekEnchwive San low 






















Fri 30 Truckin 


















 income property only 
4,
 blocks from the campus 
Drive by 323 
N Fifth St This is a 5-unrt
 Nakano -has 
not had a 




1 Zoned Call 
Mrs  
bouscaren person to 
person




 for financial details. 
VERY FAIRLY PRICE:tat 
$47.500 Grubb 
8 Ellis Co Realtors,  
KONICA AUTO REFLEX T- 2 W -F 1 4 
lens 
and case




40e PER POUNO 
ANY 
AMOUNT  Pk 2912984. 
FINEST
 TURQUOISE,
 & other 
gemstones
 at COZY 
CORNER AN-
TIQUES.




Than  & 


























































and  earn $25
 per month













WI BS  / 
ME. EE Recruiter 
S Julien
 Smith. Mgr 
286-3885  
COCKTAIL 
GIRL & WAITRESS needed 
Olt 
Red Baron Restaurant in Reid-
Hillyiew
 Airport Interview In person 
FRIDAY FLICKS "KOTCH"  ING 
WALTER MATTHAU 
MAR  30 7 & to PM 
MORRIS DAILEY AUG.
 304 ADM. 




SJSU Call at 10AM




The  Heck with 
Hunt 'n 
Peck -Call e 
Pro 
Jon 4 Jey Cleft -Call 
297-1127 









maid  service. 
color 
T V , Kitchen











































So.  11111 
203-7374 
1 & 3 Minn. apts let rent WO& SIPE 2 & 4 









































































































Camp  La 












Volunteers are needed to 
help with planning for the 
camp. An organizational 
meeting will be held today 
at 
11:30 in the A.S. Council 
Chambers. All 
interested 








































lkailline tor preregistration 
with the extension office is 
April
 1. cost is $29.
 
'the
 fee for 
registration without credit is 
$20 
with  the same deadline.
 
Keynote speaker Frank 
Shakespeare. retired director 
of the United States In-
lormation 
Agency,
 will speak 




foreign policy. An 
awards  
banquet at the 
Hyatt House
 
will  be 
hosted  by 
comedian  
Tom 













House will hold a special 
spaghetti feed 
tomorrow  from 
ti 
to
 8 p.m. Son lose State 




 food as 




























 8 until 11 
p.111.  
The 
joint  Effort is 
in the old 
cafeteria,




 St udents must 
present student cards 















































































































damentals  of 
the Ryan 






















 -rhot is 






















 advise the 
com-
mission if 
they  are going 
as-
tray or 
are on target 
as
 far as 
student 







ding of the 
fundamentals of 
the law is one 
of the major 
problems 
facing  the com-
mission. 
"The commission has had an 
immense  problem in com-
municating to the field 
of 
institutions and the scores of 
teacher -educators in them 
what the law is goinp to look 
like," he said. 







Food Supplement. (Instant Prote, 
Vite C. Vita E. Ceicturn etc 
Home Cleaners (Basic H L etc 
Beauty Aids (Proleinixed Shampoo
 
etc  I 
John 8 Mary Rhoades 297-3866 
LOVE YOUR BOSS 











Every distributor has different 
goats & 
different approaches
 The lett 
that 
Our  
natural products really are the finest ma 
reflected
 in our 
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth 





















 AND GALIN 
Join a college-sge BALLET 
class at 
harems 
School  of Ballet 
























the  Spartan 
Daily 
afternoons  after









































$12-22  fOr drug siJdy 3214612
 
-.113111S IN 










 Men  YOUR
 adven-
turef $300 JIA,
 floe 1586, 












Wines 4 wine 
making  
1040  N 
4th 
NATURAL FOOD 
STORE  PRESSNTS 
SPROUT
 & AVOCADO 
SANDWICHES  
356. 









 appt  









MATTHAU  MAR, SE 7 & 
10P10.  
MORRIS DAILEY 









 Come SO. 






















and his team have 
lormulated  and are 
in the 
process of publishing a pam-
phlet that explains 
in detail 
the implications of the 
new 





 the law. 
"In the midst of all the 
con-




 is, by 
virtue  of the confusion






 He is lost,  and 
if 
he
 is lost, he 
won't  know 









one of the 
biggest  problems is 
a lack of advisement





 some of our 
Ryan
 Act 
seminars,"  Nolan 
said.
 "30 per 








about  the 
law 
and are learning
















































































 and Nolan 
are now 




 task force 








Ryan  Act. 
"One 
team  will do research 
and 
write policy, 
and one will 
speak to 
campus  groups, in 
an 
effort  to 













Register  now 
for March 
or




























































 II"." /1.-,a/n 
a 
miiit;;m.e
 show March 
30
 

















 500  





Ant 3 in 











 Wed Mar 
28 
3 30 & 7 
30 PM M D 
Auditorium.501 
FLEETWOOD  MAC 




 the ASBO April  11 
6 pm mess
 




re A S 
card  $350 
general 
LAST 
RUSSIAN Version of ANNA 
KARENINA  by Tolstoy.






Mar 29 at 








 tires Best 
otter  
293-11367  or 
277.3448
 
68 TR-280 '81 VW 

























IS PONT. LE MANS EN, Hurst 4 -speed 
New brakes water pump & timing gear 
1850 2776622 or 296-5463 
SW PONT. FIRESIRD
 350,  AT PB. PS. 





























auto  trans. 





















 1909 327 
Corvette  ermine 
headers chrome rims roll 
carte  4-wheni 
drive $1950 ;offer 2663895 







69 YAMAHA like new $365 Call Yemen 





MALIOUll.  V-8, clean, 
excellent  




 mile on rebuilt 
289 










County  on Sun-
day beginning at 9 amt. 
The aim of "Bike 
for Life" is 
























donate  a certain 
amount of money for
 each mile 
that the
 rider covers. 
After
 the ride,  bikers
 return 
to their
 sponsors with a 
bike 
card 





sponsor  pays the rider 
the  
appropriate amount
 of money 
which  is turned into 
People's 









 for Life" has proved
 





Santa  Clara County 
"Bike 
for  Life" route will in-
clude eight
 checkpoints. At 
these checkpoints
 riders will 
have their
 bike cards 
validated  and 
continue
 on the 
ride.  Participants 
may begin 











Life"  or to obtain 
bike
 
cards.  write 




Lobby headquarters at 235 N. 
First St. in San 
lose. 140$)
 287-
9301. Bike cards are also
 
available
 in the En-
vironmental Information 
Center on S. Fifth St. and in the 
S.U. Information Center. 
Trustees








a statewide system while 






For this reason 
the com-
mittee rejected the 
proposal  by 
the joint Committee on Higher 
Education to create a fourth 
segment of higher education in 
California to 
handle the 




 now exist as a result of 
agreements between certain 
campuses,  the 
most well 





however,  that all these 
agreements involve only the 
sharing of physical facilites. 
The new proposal will be the 
first to create a "consortium 
degree... In 
Whet words. a 
person living near the Oregon 
border far from any campus 
could obtain a degree from the 
system as a 
whole  rather than 




 went over with little 
argument. it took 
considerable  
debate 
before the Finance 









$13 to $15 per 
semester
 and $9 to Sit) per 




fee increase,  which 
would  become effective in 
fall 
1973, does not effect
 the 25 
cents charge for
 coin operated 
gates and the 10 cent meter fee. 








1.0111  1111111 


























Dr.  Leu said. 
"Eventually  the 
program will 
be
 made up of 
study 
modules 
built  upon an 
individual 















 foresees no 
great tran-
sition loss




student  will 
be
 hurt by 
the 
transition,"  he 
said. "If 












advisor  for creden. 
credential 
act  
t oil ads I senient 
Spring thinks there may II, 
some credential students 
who  
have not 
been  informed of the 
implications of 
the  Ryan Act. 
"There
 will obviously be 
some who don't get the word,"
 
he said. "Anytime 
you get 26-
.000 
people  together, you're 




Associate Professor Dana 
Elmore 
'elementary  







students during the transition 
period.
 
"My understanding is 
the 
intent of the 
commission  has 
been  to bend over 
backwards  
not to put 
hardships on people 


















































































































SAVE THIS AD: 
Before  you purchase 
costly stereo equip 
retail 








 We guarantee the lowest 
prices
 in the eery Area on 
such
 nemeses 
Sanas.  Pioneer,  Maranti, 




specials  tool 292-




















$2200 & UP. 
BLACKLITE,
 COMPLETE






 BULB $395 INDIA
 PRINTS. FISH 
NETTING 
























































GUITARS  & 
AMPUFIERIS 
ACOUSTIC  & 
ELECTRIC























Nconol.  coating tong and 
crucible 518-
used once 
292-4370  Debi. 










ISTABUSHED ART GALLERY & 
CRAFT  
SHOP for sale 2 
blks  from SJSU Inven-
tory fixtures 
















wares al Mini Renal 
mance  Fa.. Sunday. 
April
 1st Into
 Call Fludi 
Leonardi 27/-
3202 
'IN VW SEDAN 
8525  UNDERWOOD  
haliwriter
 & 
stand 545 Snoop eswino
 
rnsionine


















EscolleM  condition 
Cell 361-3434 
STUDIO'S  $00 
Men Only 




 Across sum 
nom 
campus  lurnish or 
tilde 1/sculq 
nrocired  tall 354-4lat 
LARGE 3 BORN.. 2 
bath lam. apts 
$215/mo. Sisal 399S. 12th St. Call 255-
1607 
Summer
 rate. $1115. 
ROOM FOR RENT $60/mo. Private or 
Double 












Heated pools,  turn w/cerpets 




NICE ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE for 
quasi -intelligent person 670 
98 S 17th 
St 295-7441 
ATTRACTIVE,  LARGE, CORNER
 room 
in quiet
 home. Ideal for study. Parking,  







LARGE 2 BEIRM APT, lust painted Brand 









ONE LARGE BORN. APT. New shag 
sign 
Water  & garbage pd Available now 
Gail 293-7786751 S 2nd St *4 
MALE. FEMALE,
 OR COUPLE 
NEEDED  
in be 2 
bdrrn  fury apt  Incl -prix  
bdrm 
family 







 Rent -See 











STUDIO. nicely furnished 
bdrm.  
convenient to SJSU. 8110 Also I bdrtn.
 
$138 Or 2 bdrrn. $155. Pool 998-2416 or 
327-0873. 
FREE RENT, one months Free Rent to 
students with 6 months rent.' noreement 
Minute@ trinin Craniaos adult end family 
sections small oets recreation facilities 
2 bdr 2 bath from sirs unfurnished 
from $195 furnished 3 bdrm 
Cols
 also 
available Willow Olen West call 246-
1474 
FOON SIM/ino. New 
rooms adosa  the 
campus Kit prisr . utll pd Men at 99 S 
91h. women 2718 10111 St Many extras 
that must be seen Open 
daily tor 
inspec-
tion Call 295-8514, 291-8526 or 287-
9565 
LA DONNA APTS. 
1 
bedroom  
opts  furn 5130, unfurn,  
yew new carpets Ouiet atmosphere nest 
the campus 3115 S 
4th













S 4th St Call 996-8819 
2 BORN. FURNISHED HOUSE for rent 2 
blks from SJS Glrls only. Call after pm. 
297-11309 
ONE SORN. FUME. 
Apt  for fora 2 Wks 
from SJS Gotta only Call after 5 prn 297-
8309 
ROOM FOR 
RENT  1 blk trom 
campus  
Male only Kitchen prly 48 S. 8th St. 
Call 




















EXPERIENCED  THESIS TYPIST 
Master's' Reports - Dissertations
 














 CALL 244-6444 
AFTER 6:30,  
MARY 
BRYNER  




Free del. Free service.



















































Typing. editing (grad 5 
under)  Also 








 St. Apt 4823 
287-4356
 
TYPIST -FAST, Ac   Can
 edit -
Mast.. 
Mc. Nee SJCC, 






$350  One day service. 
Sam -3 pm. 
Sat 8 arn tonoon TINKERBELL STUDIO 
1040  The Alameda SJ 
Call 286-5682. 
TYPING
-term  papers, etc experienced
 














 or Ex.utive 

























 man Lice 
fre,
 
in attractive MOT Girls over 18 
pls.. 
call 2962306
 59 5 
According to Spring. the 
new 
credentialing
 program is 
"not so radically different than 
It is now." He believes the 
Ryan legislation will 
provide a 
better program, with earlier 
student 
teaching
 exposure in 
the 
schools. 
"There's  no way on an urban 
campus that you can get 
to 
everyone." he concluded. 
"I 
hope our students are getting
 
the word 
parking tees reported 
to Ho. 
committee that 






the need for ad-
ditional parking 
spaces,  it is 
till 
not feasible to provide the 
needed 
facilities without
 a fee 
increase." 









costs  make the 
increase  neces-
sary. 
On the issue of 
degrees  in 
performing arts. the Education 
Policy Committee decided the 
CSUC system
 has an 
obligation "to provide for 




development  through the 







system should do more in this 
area than train students to be 
art teachers in 
public schools 







































May  11, 1973.
 
Income





































2 LW Anoels SAMMY School Open 530 

















 Press. 311 California 
Street 
Suite 412. 
San Francisco 94104 
DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD 
plasma program and 
MOMS Up to 
$40/monthly Bring student ID or this ad 
and receive   bonus with your
 first 
donation  HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35 
S Almaden Ave. San Jose, CA 294-8535 































CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domes-
tic/ 
international  programs 
Contact 
JOhn 
Student Services West, Inc 
235  E 
Santa Clara, N710 
287-8301  
EUROPE - ISRAEL   AFRICA 
Student
 flights Student doming 
tours  
throughout
 Eurpoe. Russia and 
Mexico  
Official  SOFA agent for inter
-European  
student charter flights, 




 CONTACT ISCA 
11887 San 
Vicente  Blvd *4 LA 
Calif  
90049 TEL 12131 
828-5669,  626-0955 











15-30. Also Euro.,  Africa,  Indic 3-11 
wks. Writer Whole Earth Travel. Ltd . One 

































CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE 
Charter Fliohts International, call cam-
pus rep Franc. Morales 288-1196 
FLYING 
SOON? Well "It Pays To Be 
Young Moth TWA" Your TWA Campus 
Representative  Bill Crawford
 
1225-72821  
can help you 
make
 your GETAWAY. Fly 
at 1,3 oft with TWA 
Youth  pusport  &take 
up to 24 months to pay 
with   FREE 
GETAWAY CREDIT 
CARD. Call 225-
7282 for information after 5,00 296E600 
for reservations
 or your local travel agent. 
10Th ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS 
EUROPE: FROM 









1466 52nd St. Sediment°, Cs 96819 
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE 
12
 available Mont schedules between 
June & Sept. to Gernienv. 
Amsterdam.  
Enoland. ...etc 
Fares start at 5159 For 
flioht info call Richard  
274-4813.  
EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS 
TO NEW 
YORK 
Leaving  San Francisco
 on 4/14. returnino 
San Francesco




incl. tee Also Minneapolis  
557 
each way For
 Firoht Info. contact 
Pilchard 274-4613 
EASTER 
CHARTER  PLIGHTS 
TO 
MEXICO 
& DAYSE - NIGHTS(  
INCL. ROUND 













 8. FOUND 
BLACK WALLET Contents are of value 
only to me 









 white Answers 









































Two days after birth, a 
baby
 lies in an incubator, 
his face contorted with pain. 
Squealing,  crying, legs 





 a drug addict. 
When a woman becomes 
pregnant while addicted 
to drugs or begins
 using narcotics during
 her 
pregnancy,
 her baby will also
 be physically 
dependent on the 
drug.  The baby's life is 
en-
dangered 
not  only by the presence 
of the narcotic in 
his 
system,  but also the 
quality  of prenatal care 
given to the
 mother has its








The average age 
of the heroin 
mother
 is dropping all 
the time, 
according
 to a detailed 




 New York. Dr.
 Louis 
Salerno of the 
faculty  of the New 
York  Medical Hos-
pital 
found  that in the 1950s.
 the average
 age was 
28, but now it has 
dropped
 to 23. 
Sometimes
 girls were 
addicted  at the age 
of 12 or 
13,  having been 
introduced  to narcotics
 by a boy. 
They were 
then forced to 
sell
 drugs or prostitute
 to 
support
 their habits. 
Tracy, a young heroin addict,
 is an example. She 
had 
never  had any contact 
with  drugs until she met 
Bernie. She 







 problems before 
they 
were married. 
He had been using 
various  drugs since  
he 
was  12 
and had been an addict for three 
years.  She thought 
her love could
 substitute





Their life together was very unstable.
 To keep 
himself supplied with the amounts of drugs he 
needed to 




armed robberies and burglaries. 
Fearful of their satety, 'I'racy 
and  Bernie moved 
every couple of months. Never having the op-
portunity to make friends or know any kind of 
security, Tracy began using drugs too. 
After  she had 
been using 
the drugs 
steadily  for 
about a year, Bernie was arrested on 
a charge of 
burglary and possession of narcotics. Tracy sank 
into a state of depression. She was alone and afraid; 
she was also pregnant. 
Many times a woman using
 heroin or other 
narcoticsas  Tracy was doingneglects herself by 
not visiting a doctor during the critical months of 
her pregnancy. Often, she is not even
 aware that she 
has become pregnant. 
Her physical condition  is so 
unbalanced that she has missed her menstrual 
periods before and so is not concerned when she 
unknowingly becomes pregnant. 
When the woman finally does contact a doctor, it 
may not be until she has begun 
labor.  Even if she has 
been in touch with one during her pregnancy, she 










intensive care nursery at 
Santa  Clara Valley 
Medical Center, admitted that detecting drug ad-
diction in a pregnant woman is not 
always  possible. 
"It is hard to tell. We can suspect if the mother 
doesn't admit to drug use," she commented. 
"We sometimes know 
beforehand
 if the mother is 
on drugs. If she 
tells her doctor that she does use 
drugs,
 what She uses, and the size of 
her habit, then 
we can be ready and treat




 symptoms may 
emerge  in an infant to 
alert the 
doctors
 and nurses that drug 
addiction  
might
 be involved. Because 
of
 poor prenatal care, 
the addict does 
tend  to have a lot of problems with 
her pregnancy. Premature babies






 of the drug  addict, 
as 
noted by Eric 
J. Kahn in an article 







throughout  the 
withdrawal  period 
are
 a peculiar, coarse 
tremor  which racks the
 baby's 
body. His arms 




 chest, and he may 
even claw his face and
 
arms until
 they are iaw (in the
 most severe cases).
 
The infant 
may also have 
trouble
 breathing 








high-pitched,  shrill 
cry  may also evolve. 
The infant sucks 
constantly as if in 
hunger, but yet 
refuses
 food. If he does 
eat,  vomiting may 
occur.  A 
couple of 
hours  after withdrawal
















 such as 
impurities
 in the 
heroin,
 irregular
 usage of the 
drug 
and  a mixture 
of drugs used





 how often the
 woman used 
drugs and 
how 
close  to delivery






 in the 








 had a fix for
 a certain 
period  of time 
before 
delivery,
 it is 
possible  the 
baby







the  mother's 
last
 fix was, if 
she  
has admitted 
to being a 
drug
 user, that 




 to start 
treatment.  Also,
 if 
the  mother 
has  admitted 
to drug use,
 we will 
watch  
the 
baby  in intensive
 care ward." 




the first 24 
hours of 















developed up to five days
 after birth. The danger 
here is allowing the mother to leave the hospital 
early with her child, depriving it of the proper 
medical treatment when the symptoms do arise. 
Pregnant 
women  who have previous to delivery 
been taken off hard narcotics by 
way  of the 
methadone program are still physically dependent 
on a drug. Hence, 
their  infant will be too
 and must 
go 
through a withdrawal period. Methadone 
withdrawal by the baby
 is felt to be about the same 
as heroin withdrawal by the head nurse. 




consultant for the methadone 
program
 in Santa 
Clara County. has 
noticed  no withdrawal 




doses administered to the 
patients  
may have an 
affect on the withdrawal syndrome, 
according to Ms. Kiuiniemi. An average dose is 
thought to be 
between
 80-120 milligrams per day. 
The Santa Clara county dose is around 50 
milligrams per day. 
Before the baby is delivered,
 the center has 
limited the mother's 
dose to the lowest amount of 
methadone her system can tolerate. If the baby does 
experience 
withdrawal,  his symptoms will be 
similar to 
those of heroin withdrawal, but 
they  may 
be less severe 
in nature. The treatment for these in-
fants will 
be the same as that for the heroin 
withdrawal syndrome. 
What is known about infant 
addiction
 at this time 
is limited to the 
medical
 treatment of withdrawal. 
In her article in the New
 York Times Magazine, 
Sophy Burnham
 noted that three points 
have been 
established: 
The longer the mother has been 
on drugs, the more 
severe the 
withdrawal syndrome will 
be for the 
baby. 
The larger the dose taken
 by the mother, the more 
severe  the withdrawal 




 delivery the 
mother  
takes 
her last dose, the greater and 
earlier  will be the 
withdrawal 
signs  in the child. 
Mothers  have been 
known to "shoot
 up" just 
before going to the 
hospital
 to deliver and are in a 
euphoric  high during the birth. This 
causes
 the 
babies to begin withdrawal
 soon after birth. 
Before the 




 worker will talk to 
the new 
mother. She 
will  try to become 
acquainted
 with the 
future plans the woman has made for herself and 
her baby. Also, the social worker finds out about 
her current living conditions and life
 
stylewhether
 she will live with the baby's father. 
her parents, or on her own. 
It is not yet known whether a baby who was born 
addicted to drugs will be more susceptible to their 
effects later in life. 
The most 
dangerous  element 
involved
 is that if 
the child is released to the custody of his mother and 
she returns to the same environment in which she 
first became involved with drugs, the chances that 
her child will also become involved are very good, 
according to Mrs. Warren. 
lithe mother and social worker 
feel that putting 
the baby in a foster home would be more 
beneficialat least until the mother is able to care 
for her child herself this 
can  be arranged. If the 
woman is ill or not 
yet  financially able to support 
the childnot necessarily being 
an incapable 
parentshe may want this type 
of
 arrangement. 
Pat Wamhof, a social worker at the Santa Clara 
Valley Medical
 Center, stressed the 
importance  of 
keeping the mother and child together if possible. 
A public health nurse is also assigned to the cases 
where there 
have been reports of drug addiction. 
Her 
duty
 is to answer any questions the mother may 
have about the baby, such as feeding and bathing 
techniques. She also may direct the new 
mother  to a 
well -child clinic where she will be counseled by a 
pediatrician on a proper diet
 to maintain for the 
baby. 




through a withdrawal period along with her child. 
She
 now faces the 
decision of what
 to do with her 
life. For 
both  their sakes, she 
knows she has to 
stay
 
away from drugs. 
If she goes back to the same environment after the 
birth of her baby, the chances are good that she will 
become involved with narcotics again.
 As the child 
grows up, he may
 be influenced by the surroundings 
also. 
The effects of the initial drug 
addiction on the life 
of the baby are relatively easy to resolve if he is 
provided with the proper medical treatment. He 
was not involved in the buying and 
selling or 
"psychological" addiction of the mature addict. 
The 
greatest  problems arise if the child is brought 
into the same atmosphere that affected his 
mother.  
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 Old in a Young World 
People.  By Joyce
 McCallister
 Photos by 
Paul Dunn. 
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Separating  the 
biker
 from the 
car 






A bike rider casually rides down a narrow street 
when all of a sudden a fast sports car zooms down 
the same street just missing the 
bicyclist by inches. 
"Damn bike rider!" shouts the driver. "Why 
doesn't he stay on his side of the road?" 
Although this little episode 
is





 bicyclist, it is also a case in point that the 
bicyclist desperately needs a piece of the road to 
ride on.
 
Statistics seem to bear out the problem of bike -
auto  accidents. 
In the 1970 issue of 
Motorland  Magazine, statis-
tics pointed out that in the 
United States, nearly 70 
million people took
 their bikes into the streets in 
1970. Over 800 cyclists were killed; 38,000 were 
in-
jured in 
bicycle -auto collisions. In California alone, 
89 cyclists were killed; 8,845 injured. 
It is because
 the bike rider has to contend with the 
flow of traffic that many accidents 
occur. These 26 -
pound 
lightweight  vehicles are no 
match  against a 
3,000-pound automobile. 
Most  accidents could 
have  been prevented if 
the  
rider had clearly marked
 paths to ride on. Marked
 
paths with bike signs
 would further warn the 
auto 
drivers that bike 
riders
 would be riding 
there.  
Safety 
officials  agree that 
bike
 paths are really 
safe only if the 




 But because of 
economics and the 
expediency of 
establishing
 bike paths, the 
majority  
of all newly 
designated  bike routes
 are merely 
streets and highways
 shared by bikes and 
automobiles. 
Because  of communication 
difficulties  arising in 
regard to 
what constitutes a bikeway,
 a policy 
statement was 
drawn  up in which most of the 
bicycle clubs
 in California were 
in
 agreement. The 
statement basically 
attempts
 to standardize some 
of the 
terminology  and thus classify 
the  bikeways. 
These have been 
broken
 down into three 
categories:  
The most desirable, 
although  most expensive,
 is 
the bicycle 
path. This is a strip, 
most  often paved, 
which is 
completely  separated from 
automobile 
traffic. Generally, although not 
always,
 the bike 
path is adjacent 
to the existing roadway.
 These 
paths  usually have proper markings 
to indicate the 
direction of travel. 
The  distinguishing mark of the 
bicycle 
path is 
that it is physically  




lanes  are 
used
 as an alternative.
 
These  are 
clearly
 























is the most 
economical  and 







 the least 
protection to 
cyclists. This 







The  bike route 
may  be marked by 
signs, paint on 
street 
surfaces,  or a 





 not officially 
recognized
 as such, are 
sidewalks,  malls, 
plazas
 or 
other  concrete 
areas
 where the 




Although  bikers need
 to 
get  to places such 
as
 these, this type of 
bikeway is 
not recommended
 because it 
increases the 




that the bike boom 
has  hit Santa Clara 
County and the Bay
 Area in general, 
miles  of routes 
have been layed












 be able to cover
 a vast area 
of the






 San Jose 




and  the 
Penitencia
 route). 
With the help 
of the Citizens 





(CCIC)  Bicycle 
Task  
Force, the 
city council just 
recently  passed the 
demonstration  routes
 which would 
not  only give 
the cyclists
 enjoyment but
 also give the 
biker a 
marked path
 which would enable 
him  to use the 
bike as a means
 of transportation 
rather  than the 
smoggy
 automobile. 
Two of the routes being set 
up will be on -street 
routes used for 
commuting  purposes. 
The 
East-West
 route is a 20
-mile  long trail that 
will 
start from Alum Rock 
Park  and then traverse 
across the city and 
finally
 end at Vasona Lake Park.
 
The other route 
will be the San Jose
 State 
University  route which will 
connect the San Jose 
campus with Kelly 




 This route essentially 
ties in the East-West 
route. 
The other two lanes 
being constructed will be 
built along
 streamsides in San Jose 
to provide a 
scenic route for 
the cyclist to travel. The 
Guadalupe  
Creek  route will stretch 
approximately 4,000 
feet 
from Curtner Avenue 
down  to Hillsdale Avenue. 
The Penitencia 
Creek  route will be 
layed across in 
Alum Rock Park 
so
 that people may take in 
what the 
park has to offer. 
A master 
plan
 map  is already 







connecting paths will interlock with the 
main  
demonstration  routes. On top of that, the master 
plan map will provide 
more clear and designated 
routes which 
will  criss-cross all over the city. 
But San Jose isn't the
 only city recognizing the 
bike 
explosion.  
For Bay bikers,  
the  latest intercity cycling plum 
recently
 fell to San Mateo. Clifford 
Franz,  Northern 
California director of 
the League of American 
Wheelmen,
 reports, "We now 







whole city of San 
Mateo  for which the city 
fathers 
appropriated $2,000
 for green -and
-white  
international 
bicycle  symbol signs." 
According to City
 Traffic Engineer Richard 
Hopper, 
San  Mateo planned its 
routing to link with 
potential north -south thoroughfares
 through 
Burlingame and 
Belmont  and on. eventually to give 
San Mateo County cyclists
 connections with Santa 
Clara's bikeways





Mann routes on the 
north.  
Another path being offered
 is in San Francisco 
where Golden Gate Park










from  vehicle 
lanes.  
Essentially 
the park is 
an
 excellent area 
for 
beginners 
because  the trails are 
safe,  and there are 
five bike rental 
shops available along
 nearby 
Stanyon  Street. Bike 
maps
 can be found in these
 
shops along with 
bicycle patch kits for 
a flat tire. 
Recently, permission 
was  obtained to extend the 
park's bike 
route  through the Presidio 
to
 the Golden 
Gate
 Bridge, where bikes 
are  permitted on the east
 
sidewalk on 
weekdays  and the west 
side on 
weekends.
 This route supposedly 
goes  through to 
Sausalito,  but, according to 
sources, the route is 
confusing 
and vaguely marked on 
the north side of 
the bridge. Hopefully, 





Other bike routes 
being  constructed in San 
Fran-
cisco 
are separate lanes, but 
many of them force 
bikers to mingle with vehicle
 traffic. 
On the other hand if the 
biker wishes to take a 
ride
 
into the country, Mann
 County is another area 
where cycling has become a fad. 
A bike





Sausalito  to Mill Valley. Cyclists also 
can ride a new 
Tiburon
 bike route and the Bear  
Valley Trail at Point Reyes 
National Seashore, The 
Bear Valley Trail is open
 all season and is un-
doubtedly 
the  most scenic ride 
one  can take. 
Another suggested ride
 in Mann County is the 
China 
Camp









McNear's Beach Park, an adjoining 
route to the 
China 
Camp
 Loop, has swimming and picnic 
facilities and is a perfect stopping place. 
This 
circular route which 
will have marked signs will 
start from the Mario Civic Center, where the
 biker 
then 
rides east on North San Pedro Road. 
Oakland
 offers a scenic bike route 
past
 Lake 
Chabot down to 
Knowland
 Zoo. To the north of San 
Jose, neighboring Menlo Park 
and  the Stanford 




 most touring clubs are af-
filiates of both the League 
of American Wheelmen 
(LAW) and. the American Youth Hostels (AYH). 
The AYH incidentally is not just geared for the 
younger people, many of the AYH groups have a 
large 
membership  of adults and often a few retired 
persons. 
These touring clubs stage Saturday and Sunday 
rides: 5 -to 20 -mile runs for novices, 30 -to 60 -miles 
for those who feel hardy enough to take the long en-
durance ride. Annual membership usually varies 
from $1 to $9, depending on whether it is individual 
or family membership. 
Although bike riders will always be scorned by 
drivers, there is no indication that the bike boom 
will be a passing fad. 
According to a California Living article, 
using a 
formula worked out by Cornell University, the 
Bicycle Institute of America estimated that 73 
million Americans rode bikes 
in 1970, which put 
this activity at the top of mass participation sports. 
surpassing boating 
with
 43 million and camping 
with 42 million participants. 
It can be argued further that many bikers today 
are 
investing
 in ten -speeds ranging from $70 to 
more than $100. Hardly just a fad, especially when 




 city officials all across the nation 
have taken heed to the










paths helps to encourage the citizen 
to exchange the car for a 
bikeat  least for short -
distance 
rides.  




 a very practical form of 
transportation to go out and explore the Bay Area 
In San Francisco, for example, 
Superintendent  of 
Recreation 
Edward  McDevitt, who spent his 
vacation cycling through Ireland, 
early  in the fall 
estimated, "three to four thousand people cycle 
through Golden 
Gale Park every Sunday since we 
started closing off John F. Kennedy Drive to autos. 
Parade -like
 groups cycle in from Mario and the 
Peninsula. It's an 















times  a 
day. From San 
Jose, you can
 smile away




and  San 
Diego.
 And 
return.  Call 
your  
campus  rep 
or PSA 
and  ask 




















































































From SONY comes this ultra com-
pact 
stereo system that you can 
really enloy. Its 
complete
 with built-
in BSR 4 soeed 
turntable.  FM stereo 
FM/AM tuner and amplifier. The 
matchina speaker system 
com-
plements the fine 































































A beautiful gift 
Is this SONY compact, 
lightweight  FM stereo FM/AM portable
 with uni-
que 
matrix stereo sound system...battery or AC 
operation,











OR SEE IT ALL
 
FROM 










Here Is  Solid -State 
liahtwelaht black and white 
Portable
 
TV which operates 
on 
AC
 or DC. The "in-
door/outdoor" has a alare-
tree screen and handsomely 129 
styled black and white 
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Story by Joyce McCollister 
A woman sits in front of a window, her eyes 
staring 
blankly.  Her thin white hair is a tangled, 
unkempt
 mass around her face. A bedraggled 
sweater
 is pulled tight around bent shoulders. 
She sits and rocks 
back  and forth all day, 
seemingly
 not seeing, not caring. This is the 
way  she 
lives,
 with little purpose but to stare and rock. 
She






tureot  oldness, deteriorating mind and body, the 
antithesis of the 
youth -oriented America in which 
she 
exists. 
There are more than 20 million people in America 
over 
65,  just as this woman is. How do 
they
 cope 
with a society 
that
 extols the young and ignores the 
old? How 
can they integrate themselves back into 
the 
society  that booted them 








of the biggest problems exists in the 
educational  system. 
"We 
educate




than in terms of education for 
lifelong living," 
explained
 Dr. Lu Charlotte, as-
sociate 
professor
 in the department of 
recreation 
and leisure studies at 
San  lose State University. 
She teaches a course 






and the problems of old 
people,
 once a year 
and also will be 
teaching  a course this summer on 
the same subject for one
 unit. An active middle-
aged 
woman,  she is spearheading a 
summer  trip to 
Great Britian for 
students
 to visit and observe 
gerontological centers 
there. 
"The first third of your life is 
spent being 
educated for a 
job which takes up the next third, 
leaving the last third vacant," Dr. 
Charlotte  pointed 
out.  "Education ought to be available to older 
people  




So it seems logical that 
youth  has much to gain 
from this widely experienced 
group. But no, 
American society is centered around the 
young  and 
tends to 
consider  people over 65 insignificant. 
"A 
culture
 that looks to youth as its 
ideal may be a 
backward 























 a young 


























in the young -old
 relationship. 









common with youth," said Time magazine
 in 
August. 1970. "They are largely unemployed, in-
trospective and often depressed. 
Their bodies and 
psyches are in 
the  process of change, and they are 
heavy users of drugs. If they want to marry, their 
lamilies tend to disapprove. Both groups are 
obsessed with 
timeyouth figuring its passage 
from birth, the aged calculating backward from 














kind  of 
totalitarian
 





















the  biggest 
sources  of 





 age of 65. 
Just as 









 not the 



















































 in their 
work 
well









 For how 
can you 
even  plan 












 at 65, 
this country





One  of four 
Americans
















$150  per 
month. 
"There's
 an old 
cliche,"  Dr. 
Charlotte  
said,  "that 
you
 can't save
 for a rainy
 day 
when




problems  have 
a bearing 





food.  It all 








 effort is 
being 
made




















































services  in 
the larger
 San Jose



















































 of the 







 of senior 
adult 
services, 
commented,  "Many people 
find








the  rest 
rooms.
 We get 
a lot of 
people  who 
come  here 





























with a grin. "but,
 we seem to 
know  what 











which  is 
basically  






































-day jaunts are most often to the coast or 
mountains, and picnic lunches are included.
 It's all 
on a cost
-covering  basis, so the more that go, the 
less it costs." 
Volunteers
 are a 









 and do odd 
jobs around 
the office. 
"This not only helps us out," Ms. Macon said 
earnestly, "but it's very 
important  for them to keep 
busy, too. They 
help
 give a personal touch to in-
dividuals who come in seeking advice or just com-
pany. 
The city 
also employs work -retirement 
volunteers who work about 30 hours a week, but 
can only be paid for 10 or else they
 lose their Social 
Security benefits. 
"Most of the clubs in this area are fairly selt-sut-
ficient," Chivers said, turning from 
the phone. "And 
many are not just for seniors, but for seniors with 
special interestslike the retired teacher's club or 
the Kelly Park Seniors which is dominated almost 
entirely by Italian
-born  Americans. 
"But, we can often provide 
many  services for 
themlike arranging slide shows, movies and other 
programs. The important thing is the club identity 
members  gain, the sense of belonging." 
The center has instigated 
many programs, but one 
of the most




as a nutrition program," Ms. Macon 
explained,
 "and developed into a regular
 thing." It 
costs 31 cents for lunch 
which includes homemade 
soup
 bread, 
beverage  and 




 cards for the regulars. 
"I'll never forget one time 
one of the ladies burned 
the 
soupI think it was potatoand
 no one wanted 
to hurt her feelings 
but  they could smell it burning 
and were a bit 
apprehensive.  It tasted like starch," 




 morning starts with 
bingo at 
11:30 and at 12:15 
lunch is served, but many
 people 
come early just to 
socialize.  A short balding man 
talks animately about the 
summer
 cruise he's plan-
ning, showing 
everyone  his well-worn travel 
brochure, and two women exchange information 
about their families. 
"This
 is my favorite age group," Ms. Macon en-
thused. "I've worked with every agepre-
schoolers, teenagersbut there's nothing I enjoy 
more than working with the elderly because they 
seem to enjoy life so much." 
Older people enjoy life more 
perhaps  because 
they see and understand the nearness of  death. So 
often, however, life is closed off to them. They have 
the right to options and 
alternatives,  to make 
decisions and judgments, but not enough options 
are available to them in terms of accessibility to t he 
whole gamut of life. 
Asked 
"do you want to live a long life?" youth 
atmost always answers affirmatively. But what 
about growing old? Nine times out of 10 the answer 
is either "no way" or "1 don't want to think about it, 
it's a long way off." 
Understanding of the elderly's plight is coming, 
but slowly, and they haven't the
 time to wait 
around. The helping hand should logically come 
from the energetic young. What youth dries now 
should be the blueprint for their 
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degree  
Others look to learn
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who have grown up with a dilierent 
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All 
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Mateo  allowed 
a classroom
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being  
shortly
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offered, parents






child  nut 
attend  such 
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teachers  say that 
the majority of 
schools 
that
 had such a programbe
 it called sex 
education, 
growth  and 
development
 or family 
life 
educationwere not 
attempting  to teach sex. 
D. R. Armitstead, 
director
 of education at 
Campbell High School,




 teaching a basic science class dealing 










and any other system within the human body. They 
were attempting to 
answer  all questions as they 
arose, just as they 




The schools were not attempting to spell out all 
the ABCs of the reproduction ritual. No techniques, 
no favorite romping positions. 
Armitstead said,
 "This probably should be taught 
somewhere but not in the schools." 
Armitstead said the high schools in the Campbell 
District are teaching today much as 
they did years 
ago. They have health education at the sophomore 
level, which is a required course. 
The  text for this 
class does not list the reproductive system in its
 
index, and all models 
of the human body are neuter 
gender.  
Campbell Union High School District, according 
to Armit stead, had been working toward updating 
its system of teaching 
sex  education when along 
came the Schmitz Bill, and the plans were shelved. 
Dr. Peter Grimes, science
 coordinator for the San 
Jose Unified School District, said, "An effort was 
made in 1967-69 to 
institute a comprehensive 
program in this area (sex education) but the 
Schmitz Bill effectively killed it." 
Another accomplishment of the Schmitz Bill is 
that the teaching credential is threatened if a 
teacher's 
enthusiasm
 to enlighten St udents gets "out 
of hand." In sex education 
there are three prime sub-
jects teachers  especially avoid: homosexuality. con-
traception and masturbation. 
Leonard Scroggins, health education teacher at 
Campbell High School, said, "I wouldn't dare talk 
about those subjects. I teach them how to have 
babies, not
 how not to have them." 
A 17
-year -old girl 










 "The teacher 
just  said he was 
sorry, but he 
wasn't 
allowed to answer 


























































































 for the 
babies  
to be born 








At the end of the long room there is a row of plas-
tic chairs where men and women sit waiting, 
looking uneasy. A radio playing  an "oldies" station 
fills the room with noise while casually dressed 
secretaries and clerks shuffle endless stacks of 
paper and files from one place to another. 
The place is the Santa Clara County Venereal 
Disease Clinic. 
Cigarette butts and ashes overflow the ashtrays 
onto the floor, and the waiting room
 has a strange 
quiet to itan anxious, nervous quiet. 
A middle -age nurse steps 
into
 the room and calls, 
"Eighty -Six. Number 66." 
A young man rises and follows her into a small 
examining room where they both sit.
 
"When did your 
symptoms  first appear?" she asks 
without emotion in her voice. 
"Two days 
ago," answers the young man, 
avoiding 
her eyes. 
"When was the last time you had 
sex?"  the nurse 
questions. 
"Was  it with a male or female? How 
many times did you have sex?" The 
questions  end 
and the nurse leaves; a 
doctor  enters and asks the 
young man to 
remove




















sample  and asks the young 
man to return to 
the waiting 
room,  where 20 minutes 
later he is 
recalled  and informed that 
he
 does indeed have  "the 
clap." 




and  the 
young  
man became a 
statistic. 
He was one of the 3,732 
















Santa Clara County 
Health  Department says an es-
timated 4,000 more persons
 in 1972 than the 
previous year 
passed  through the doors of the
 
department's  free venereal disease clinic
 in 1972. 
A 
little sleuthing by 
the mother revealed
 that a 
child in her son's kindergarten class had asked 
where babies come from and the teacher 
had 
answered, without elaborating, "from an egg." 
The teacher felt she couldn't explain further
 
because of the "prior notice" clause of the Schmitz 
Bill. 
A 12 -year -old boy, asked if he'd been given any 
information 
about the process of growing up, 
answered, "Yeah, at school last year. They 
separated the boys and girls and 
told
 us we'd have a 
boy movie and a girl movie, but ours 
was  all about 
girls, mostly. You know...the changes that make her 
able to have a baby." 
Further
 conversation with this young man went 
like 
this: 
Question: What did you 
learn about boys? 
Answer: That 
it
 was normal to wet the bed. 
Question:
 What do you mean by normal? 
Answer:  They said all us guys probably 
have  wet 
dreams. 
Question: What else did you 





 that we'll all get our 
mas-
turbation  periods. 
Question: Did you 
parents
 tell you about any of 
this? 
Answer: 
No! Do they know 
about  it? 
One of the fringe benefits of sex education is what 
the parents learn from their children, according to 
Sam Levinson in his book, "Sex and the Single 
Child." He cited as an example the father telling his 
son that the stork was going to visit their house 
soon. The son replied, "Gee Dad. I hope he doesn't 

















written  by 
district 
staff, 






behind the program, as written in 












Gonorrhea and syphilis, the two most common 
forms of 
venereal  disease, ranked No. 1 and No. 3, 
respectively on the national list of communicable 
diseases last 
year,  as it has for the past 10 years. 
How can  a disease proclaimed 
by
 the U.S. Public 
Health 
Service
 in the late 1950s as "under control" 
break 












but health officials have
 offered some ideas, 
primarily  the lack of knowledge on the part of 
the  
public about
 the symptoms and causes of venereal
 
disease, and the failure











the "pill." The reasons




 the social changes
 caused by effective
 
birth control
 methods and the 
actual  physiological 
changes brought




 the "pill's" 
eradication
 of a former 
deterrent
 to sexual 
intercoursethe  fear 
of 
pregnancyyounger




more  and more sex 
with  more and more 
sex partners.
 
Physiologically, oral contraceptives create a near 




 for gonorrhea. 
If  woman 
has sexual contact with an infected 
male, her chances of contracting gonorrhea are 
about 40 per cent. But according to the U.S. Public 
Health Service, if she is taking oral contraceptives, 
her chances are increased  to nearly 100 per cent. 
The reason 
for this is that oral contraceptives for 
the most part are hormones that create a chemical 
imbalance in the vaginal cavity duplicating a state 
of pregnancy. Two of these imbalances are 
in -































It is late June in the
 year 1900. 
The Victorian Age is drawing to a close. Victorian 
men and women are as stiff and straight-laced as 
ever, but the detailed architecture 
of the time is 
already 
dissolving  into the pale 20th Century 
monotony of flat, four-sided homes. 
In turn -of -the -century
 San lose, a hard-working 
local man 
takes  time from his office work to glance 
at his Howard of Boston pocket watch 
whose  broad 
white face is smiling






man clears his desk and 
reaches
 for the hat 
and collar hanging on a nearby
 rack. For a moment 
he struggles with the 
collar, then with a twist of his
 
Continued  on 


















Victorian  homes 
like one at left are 




right  and 
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 from page 8 
"Instruction 




must  be 
recognized
 as a 
facet  of 
character 
education since










 a more 
meaningful  





his  full 
potential












 home and 
community 
institutions  in 
building  attitudes 
which will even-
tually
 permit our 





 of mature 
adulthood."  






 said that 




 in that 
district is less 
controversial  than 
some,
 the teachers 
are 





 Bill has made 
it necessary to 
leave 
up to the 
teachers  how 




said, "It's a question
 of who takes the
 res-
ponsibility,
 the school or 









example,  a 6 -year -old asked 
her daddy what 
"pregnant" 
meant. He answered, 
"When  a woman is 
carrying a child." Seeing
 her mother carting her 
lit-
tle brother off to 




 mommy got 
pregnant  last night." 
One 
teacher  said she used to 
encourage  her 
students to speak 
freely  on any subject. Now 
she's 
afraid to 
respond to some of 
their  most natural 
questions  for fear it will be 
misconstrued at home. 
She said it was 
heartbreaking  to have to 
keep  telling 
the children 
that they'll have to 
ask  their parents. 
"I know," she said, "if 
they were getting the 
answers at home they 
wouldn't be  asking me." 
Finding
 parents who really 
take the time to 
explain  "life" to their 
children  is sometimes like 
fin-
ding that old proverbial 
needle. They use excuses 
such as, 
"Why,  my 
johhny
 is too 
young  to be 





is ready for all the 
facts  in one big jam 
session.  For any kind of 
education to take 
effect,
 
there  must be a 
constant
 supply of material
 to be 
learned. 
A child isn't taught to read
 in the first grade 
then never let to come in 
contact
 with a book again 
until he's an adult. 
A fifth grade class was asked 
by
 the teacher to 
draw a picture 
of
 the human body and to label all 
the 
parts
 of the body for which they 
knew the name. 
They named arms, legs, brain,
 liver, heart, etc. Only 
one little girl
 drew an arrow toward 
the area of the 
genitals and labeled it "virginia." 
Can 
it be taken for granted that none 
of
 the others 
in 
the class knew the names of 
the genitals? A 
mother of a sixth grade boy said 
she had punished 
her child for 
drawing such pictures and told him it 
was 
nasty.  Asked why she did so she replied, "I 
really thought he was being nasty. 
I never thought 
he was just curious." 
Bill 
Heber,  area administrator of Cupertino Union 
School District, said the only thing they have going 
in the field of sex education is 
a set of "badly out-
dated films" 
which are usually shown to the fifth 
through
 eighth graders by 
the  school nurse. He said, 
"Sex education 
is a spooky topic." 
Spooky topic or not, the fact is young people are 
not getting enough information when they need it.
 
Leonard Scroggins of Campbell 
High
 School said, 
"These kids don't know anything when they come in 
here." One of the worst results of all may be the fact 
that this area has a young population catching 
venereal diseases like they think 
there won't be 
enough
 to go around. 
The  Santa 




gonorrhea  is second 
only  to the com-
mon cold 
in




disease.  In this 
county
 the gonorrhea 
rate 




than in any other 
age group. People 
in the 15-24 age 
group account
 for 18 per cent 
of the population  
but 





 finally sinks 




 be so much VD 
when the kids 






 is they're not
 getting it or 
at least not con-
sistently 
enough
 to do the 
job  intended. 
Here 
are  some actual questions asked by a 
sophomore class at one
 local high school: 
Is mononucleosis venereal disease? Do men 
have 
periods?
 What is the function of the anus? Would it 
be harmful for a girl of 16 to have intercourse 
with  a 
man of 30? Should you have a checkup for venereal 
disease even though you've had no sexual
 relations? 
What kind of 
underwear  is best to wear? Can you 
get venereal disease from homosexual relations? 
For many the answers come
 too late. 
A group of sophomores
 and juniors were asked 
if 
they go to their parents 
when
 they have a question 
concerning sex. 
Typical replies: 
"Not me! I'd have to explain where in the world I 
picked up such ideas." 
"No...Mom just 
giggles  and my dad blushes." 
"My parents would tell me I was headed straight 
for hell if I asked them anything." 
Now, the circle has almost been completed. 
The Schmitz Billwhich reads in part: "Nothing 
in this section shall be construed as encouraging the 
description, illustration, or discussion
 of human 
reproductive organs
 and their functions and 
processes in the 
public elementary and secondary
 




 between parent apathy and/or 
misinformation and teacher fear, there 
must be a 
way 
for a child to receive information. 
Now 
the California State 
Department  of 
Education
 has issued a plea to 
school
 districts 
statewide to "initiate 
or expand programs of 
venereal disease 
education
 at once." 
Wilson Riles, superintendent of California public 
instruction, 
said in a resource publication for junior 
high and 
high
 schools, "Because of misunderstan-
ding and misinformation about the nature of 
venereal diseases, 
their  treatment, and how they are 
spread,  the epidemic is worsening." He 
continued,  
"Special legislation had been 
passed  to differentiate 
between sex 
education  and venereal disease 
education." 
Gov. Ronald Reagan
 has authorized the State 
Department
 of Public Health to use emergency 
funds




And, Attorney General 
Evelle  Younger has issued 
guidelines
 to school districts which guarantee no 
threat
 to the 












Are the school districts
 cooperating? Moreland 
District is giving






is following a 
conscientious 






Grimes  of San Jose Unified School 
Dis-
trict said
 there was no immediate plan to implement 
this type of program. He said parents don't want 
it, 
and without parental pressure it won't happen. 
"Let's put it this way," 
Grimes  said. "It would be 
way down on the list of priorities. It takes money to 
start these programs, and most of our parents feel 
it's more important to teach children to read." Ac-
cording to Grimes, sex education and 
venereal 
disease education "are not worth the trouble." 
Bill Heber of Cupertino Union School District 
said he believed
 they had formed a 
committee
 to 
begin a study to see if there's a need in that area. He 
said he was
 aware of the epidemic but was unaware 
that the Department of Education had issued a re-
quest for such programs
 to be implemented. 
Will the new ruling protecting teaching creden-
tials make a big difference in what's being taught? 
The concensus is that it won't because the creden-
tial is protected only if you're teaching
 venereal 
disease education. 
"Children need a lot of information before they're 
ready for venereal disease










the guise of venereal disease 
education I can talk about most everything that 
needs to be taught. I just can't call it 'sex education' 
or my credential will be in jeopardy. It makes no 











ased vaginal moisture and a more alkaline en-














 is a local infection,
 growing only 
at
 
point where the bacteria entered the body. For 
s reason the infection is usually found in the 
ginal area in women and the penis in men, though 
al and reu al gonorrhea are not uncommon. 
'Gonorrhea
 is a local disease," said Dr. Mary 
ggs, head of the Santa Clara County Health 
ipartment's venereal disease program. "That 
tans it doesn't travel through the body in its early 
ages. Because it is local, most women develop no 
mptoms of the disease. They go untreated." 
In the March 1972 issue of California's Health, Dr. 
arren Ketterer of the Bureau of Venereal Disease 
mtrol stated that as many as 90 per cent of women 
fected with gonorrhea will develop 
no
 symptoms. 
e estimated that some 100,000 women of 
iildbearing age in 
California
 carry untreated 
morrhea. 
Men on the other 
hand
 generally develop obvious 
imptoms within two to nine days of 
infection.  The 
yroptoms are at least uncomfortable and are 
sually quite painful. Prompt treatment halts the 
rowt h of the disease.
 
It is usually harder to detect the gonococcus 
acteria in women. This is because of the numerous 
acteria that are normally present in the average 
;omen's vagina. When looking for gonococcus, the 
ther bacteria make the search harder, as each 
rganism that shows up under a microscope must 
checked.  
The symptoms, if they do 
exist, may be mistaken 
iy a woman for a vaginal infection and can 
lisappear by itself before long. 
"We really don't know "ow long the symptoms 
iersist," said Dr. Riggs. "It is very difficult to find 
mople willing to act as test subjects." 
According to Dr. Riggs, very little research has 
3een done with venereal disease. The reasons for 
. his are numerous. The main cause of this is that the 
research must be conducted with human beings. 
Contrary  to popular belief, animals can't get 
venereal disease. Venereal disease just isn't natural 
[o animals.
 
It's strictly a human disease. 
The only animal that science has been able to 
tnfect with the bacteria responsible is the chim-
panzee, but 
even  that is difficult. 
That leaves man as the only laboratory animal 
Hilted for this research, and test subjects are hard to  
:ome by. Very few persons 
are willing to subject 
:hemselves to the rigors and 
complications of 
venereal disease. 
"There was a test done with a group of 
isymptomatic men
 who agreed to withhold 
reatment while they were studied, but they all 
iropped out of 





 can cause very serious 
iilments.  It can cause heart disease, sterility, eye 
nfections to children
 born of infected mothers and 
nany other 
unwanted  conditions. It can, though 
arely,
 even result in death.
 
Syphilis, on the other hand, is a fatal disease. In 
ts early stages it can 
go unnoticed. Often the 
nimary symptoms
 appear internally, or they are 
nistaken for 
something else. People afflicted often 
nistake the 











ieriods of up to 10 
years  or longer betore manites-
ing itself in innumerable 
forms.  Crippling is the 
nost common
 form that syphilis can take. The 
lisease can strike and 
destroy









The two other common manifestations of un-
rested syphilis are 
blindness
 and insanity. As of 
,9613.  the syphilitic insane in 
California










 the syphilitic blind in 
1967 in 
;alifornia was set at $629,000. 
In
 1970 more than $4.5 million was
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 up to 
24
 months to 
pay) 
Your new campus Representative (Bill 
Crainford) can help you make your 
getaway Call 
(225-7262)  or your local 




























 Shopping Center 


















 he is out the 
door  and walking
 
down 
Santa  Clara 
Street,




 from the late 
afternoon  sun. 
His walk takes 
him past row upon 
row  of the com-
monplace  architecture of 




construction,  many 
sporting  Queen Anne 
towers decorated with 
ornate  redwood topknots 
called "finials." 
Some  are surrounded on 
three  sides 
by long verandas
 enclosed with 
intricately  tooled 
posts of 




 by the overhang of 
long sloping roofs
 supported at 
several








 hooded bay 
windows  
stand proudly 
beside  ornate 
structures
 of Italian 
Villa styling. Shingled
 exteriors and circular win-
dows of leaded, and 
sometimes multi -colored, 
glass  
are common to every street. 
Many of the 
buildings typical of 
that first 20th 
Century  summer still 
exist today as functional
 
dwellings for the 
residents of San Jose. 
But  a good 
many of 
the  ornately constructed 
buildings which 
brought  delight to the eyes and 
hearts of California 
pioneers have long 
since  given way to time and 
what has been 
called
 progress. 
Unfortunately, the survival 
of the old and 
dignified  homes that have 
managed
 to escape des-
truction goes 
largely
 unnoticed and unappreciated
 
by many people. 
To these people, they are 
simply
 the outdated 
remains of a bygone 
era with no real worth 
apart  
from the land 
they
 are built on. In more 
than a few 
cases
 the buildings have fallen 
into advanced stages 
of disintegration, 
and,
 to many, they are no more 
than an eyesore. 
But 
these  buildings are more than just leftovers 
from the days of the 
potted palm. They are a tes-
timony to an aesthetic ideology,
 a lifestyle and a set 
of values that was 
ground into powder long ago in 
the 
greasy  cogs of assembly line  
techniques
 and an 
almost Machiavellian demand
 for utility, efficiency 
and 
functionality.  
Constructed before the 
days
 of electric power 
tools, the Victorian houses 
rose
 solely through the 
efforts of men that possessed
 an admiration for fine 
workmanship and 









it is not difficult to at least 
mentally  recapture 
some of the flavor of the late
 1800s simply by eyeing 
the design 
of
 one of these early style 
buildings. 
What there is to see are 
pieces
 of work designed 
assembled and 
purchased
 by men that took time out 
from the rat race to delight for
 a while in the little 
bursts of gingerbread
 and craftsmanship out of 
which they built their homes. 
Ivan W. Nelson of San Jose is a woodworker.
 He 
"turns" wooden balusters 
(upright
 posts in a 
railing) 
and finials using the same methods em-
ployed by millmen of 100 years 
ago.  He has done 
some
 work for people who have wanted to add ad-
joining rooms to their old-style homes without des-
troying the continuity of design. 
Nelson  admits it is an expensive process, 
claiming that the major portion of the expense lies 
in setting up the machine to produce a 
particular  
design. He recently produced 49 redwood balusters 
for a Menlo Park Victorian for which he received 
$316.
 
It is not hard to 
see  that if one were considering 
building an early style house in 1973 that thy 
wooden
 ornamentation alone 
would constitute 
sizeable chunk of the cost. 
The 
Division  of Labor Statistics and Research in 
San Francisco has records indicating
 that a man 
turning wood in 1888 received an average of $3.50 
per day while the 1972 
union  carpenters agreement 
guarantees
 $8.50 per hour basic wage to a man 
doing the 
same work. So while a contractor might 
have received the labor of eight man-hours for $3.50 
in 1888, he receives 
the same product in 1973 at 
costs in excess of $68 with fringe benefits con-
sidered. 
In spite of the comparatively low wages for wood 
workers at that time, Ivan Nelson says that yet 





ow price of the end product. 
Ornamental wood pieces were kept in stock
 by 
umber companies in the 
same  way corner molding 
s kept today. Since most of the effort was  
involved 
n setting up the lathe, it 
made  sense to run off more 
han 
just
 a few feet once the machine was ready. 
Various patterns
 in wood were milled and turned 
it a rate of 
hundreds of feet at a time and placed in 
;lock. A builder looking for 
fancy woodwork had 
mly to choose
 from the many different sizes and 
;hopes.  
Today  there is little 
demand
 for turned wood, so 
:he price of producing 
a peice here and there is at 
best 
expensive.  Six or seven dollars
 apiece for 
balusters in a railing two 
and  a half feet high is not 
an uncommon price for 
that type of woodwork. 
Replacing
 a few missing pieces in an 
existing  
banister could be hard on the 
pocketbook,  but the 
cost of turning 
out enough stock to build a 19th Cen-
tury style home today could 
prohibit  the entire pro-
ject for the man of 
normal  income. 
But the quality 
of this old-time construction goes 
far deeper than 
just
 the time and effort 
taken  in 
presenting finely detailed
 trim. Beneath the 
weathered  siding and 
peeling paint of most 
of San 
Jose's 
"oldies"  is hidden some 
of
 the finest and 
strongest construction that
 can be found in the area. 
Stronger if for no 
other  reason than that the 
builders  
of old used larger 
timbers than do those
 of today. 
H. "Skip" 




Local  316, said that lumber
 sizes haven't 
always  been as small as they 
are  today. It used to be 
that when a builder paid 
a lumber company for a 
2x4  (the most 
frequently
 used board in 
building  
construction), 
he received a cut of 
wood  measuring 
two  inches by four 
inches.




 for wall framing in 
the 1880s. 
Go 
into  a lumber yard 
today; ask for a 2x4 and see 
what you wind up 
with.  In keeping with the 
modern  
tradition, even
 the 2x4 has 
been corrupted. 
Measuring only one 
and  a half inches by 
three
 and a 
half,
 it is a poor substitute 
for its stout ancestors.
 
However,  due to 





 the size of a 
2x4  is 
largely 
academic since 
some  areas now 
permit  the 





 framed with 




considered  to 
conform to 
minimum  standards, 
it is now permissible
 to space 
them
 as far as two




about  the trends 
toward  the rapid 
"slam bang" 
construction that 
often results in 
an
 
ugly flat sided 
home for many of us?
 
The problem 





 expensive, and 
prices are
 continually 
going  up. 
Marvin
 Nelson ot 
Southern
 Lumber 
Co.  of San 
Jose
 says he can 
remember 
selling  redwood
 4x4s at 10 




 cut sells for




But  probably a 





 buildings is 
the em-
phasis 
on the time element.
 Ninety years 
ago  it was 
understood 
that it took several 




 of an average
 size building. 
Today  
most are
 finished in a 
matter  of weeks 
through  the 
use 
of tools and 
materials
 designed to 
speed the job 
along 





 the increase in 
concern over time
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so much a 




























































CELLAR:  Karen Cory 
UPSTAIRS: Yankee Hill 













 & Barb Kritzer 
Enjoy by candlelight our 
wide
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IBRRC co -director Alice Berkner (above) 
prepares a healed bird for release while 

















Story by Gary Rubin 
San FranciscoTwo 




 near the 
Golden Gate 
Bridge, spilling several 
thousand 
gallons
 of oil. Officials 
estimate  
it will take several




 More than 
two years 







birds  who 
became 
ensnarled
 in the 
oil  slick on 
the bay. 
Yet out of this calamity an organization was horn, 
devoted exclusively to the care and treatment of in-
jured birdsthe International Bird Rescue 
Research Center. (IBRRC) 
Manned and run 
by volunteers, the IBRRC has 
become a clearinghouse of information and help in 
the treatment of birds, either caught in oil slicks or 
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We all sort of came together alter the big spill of 
1971." related Alice Berk ner, one of the co -directors 
of the IBRRC. "we became concerned 
after  we  
realized that there was no one place to take the birds 
to have them cared for and cleaned." 
Both Mrs. Berkner and David Smith, the other 
director, received nothing for their effortsas 
do 
the other volunteers
 and two veterinarians who 
also help out at the center. 
During 




Richmond was donated by the 
University  of 
California at Berkeley for use in cleaning the oiled 
birds. Now the 
IBRRC  is housed on the top floor of a 
building owned by the Berkeley Humane Society. 
In over two years of operation, the IBRRC has 
cared tor and then released 
thousands  of birds, but 
such "events" like
 oil spills are not easy to 
overcome.
 
From the oil spill in 1971, the center rescued over 
1200 birds, yet only 198 survived. 
But 








just bird rescue work. In their offices is an 
extensive
 
library,  one of the most comprehensive in the coun-
try, on all aspects 
of bird life, such as feeding habits, 
natural habitats, breeding and other areas. 
This information, which is constantly being up-
dated and revised, is open to all who are 
interested  
in any aspect of the nature  of birds. 
However, care of injured birds is he main function 
of the
 center. 
Mrs. Berkner pointed out why there is such a low 
survival rate among birds trapped in oil. 
"For
 one thing, you have to realize that these birds 
are highly sensitive, and many, despite 
getting 
taken out of the oil and brought back for care, go 
into shock and die." 
She 
explained that to clean the birds, the center 
has experimented with several different cleaning 
solvents,  the reasoning being 
that the perfect 
cleaning 
agent  has not been found. 
"We are still trying to find the perfect cleaner," 
she said with a smile. 
"When we do start the cleaning process. we also 
give the birds corticosteroids to reduce stress," she 
explained.







a series of cereal baths, said the direc-
tor, which is repeated until the bird is cleaned
 
t horoughly and 
then dried completely.
 
After this, the bird is cared
 for, with the center 
keeping 
exact weights of each in order to determine 
the
 proper medication
 each bird should receive. 
To be released, every bird must pass certain 
health criteria set 
up by the center. 
"We want to make sure that when a bird is finall 
released, it is in top health," said Mrs. 
Berkner.  "You 
wouldn't release a human being until his sickness 
was completely cleared up, and we do the same with 
every 
bird
 we treat here." 
Oil spills are a special kind of nightmare
 for the 
IBRRC because of the number of birds treated and 
the time it 
takes.  
"During that first oil spill," explained the 
registered nurse, "we used some techniques that 
were outmoded. Out of pure necessity, we had to 
find newer and faster methods of treating the birds. 
In subsequent spills, our newer methods now get 
the job done in weeks, instead 
of months." 
The center has also found other new techniques 
for injured and sick birds, other















"We found that if you gave 
certain
 birds om. 
quarter tab of bufferin, it proves to be a great help in 
reducing the swelling that is a problem with the 
disease of bumblefoot. No one had ever thought of 
that before, but bumblefoot is a form of arthritis, 
and
 something must be done to reduce the 
swelling." 
The nonprofit organization has several goals and 
purposes that were established when the IBRRC 
was formed. Those goals 
include
 cleaning and care 
of wild birds and their return back to their natural 
environment, making all information available to 
the public, and providing training and assistance in 
the emergency care and treatment of wild birds for 
individuals and agencies or organizations. 
To that end, the IBRRC has helped out at several 
other oil spills, 
lending
 aid in both personnel and 
expertise.  
They were also consulted for information by the 
Environment Protection Agency in Washington, 
D.C., when that agency was faced with the problem 
of the use of DDT 
and other persistent chlorinated 
hydrocarbons. 
Last 
summer Dutch Duck Plague hit the 
Palace  of 
Fine Arts Lagoon in 
San  Francisco, and the 
authorities wanted to destroy  all the ducks there. 
The IBRRC asked to treat 
some of them, and 30 
ducks
 that were scheduled to be destroyed were 
treated and eventually returned
 to the lagoon in full 
health. 
In addition, the 
center has sent out information
 on 
newest  methods 
in
 cleaning oiled 
birds to the 
University  of California
 at Davis, the San 
Diego Zoo, and the 




Berkner  both 
spend in 








of it is the 




 is the one 








hadn't  let us 
use these 
facilities,  there





























In serious cases where 
birds  do need more exten-
sive medical care, Drs. James 
Harris  and Tom 
Wolski, both veterinarians, are on call to help out. 
Harris, the 
chairman  of the board 
of
 directors of the 
IBRRC,
 is also a teacher 
at UC Berkeley. 
Wolski  




 explained that anyone finding an in-
jured 
bird
 should seek 
competent
 
care from a vet. If 
they can't get the bird 
to
 a vet, keep it warm and 
place it in a box. "Then, give us a call," said Mrs. 
Berkner, "and we'll try 
and send a person out to pick 
it 
up, or bring it in yourself." 
Oiled and injured birds now have a fighting 
chance for survival and a place back in the en-
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 from page 11 
Ca'donna
 alone in an attempt to control 
syphilis.  
This was the price 
for treating infected persons 
for 
syphilis who came to state or 
county  agencies for 
treatment. 
"The one 
thing  we try 
to stress 
with  people
 is that 
once
 venereal disease has caused 
sterility
 or 
blindness, you can't be cured of that, even though 
we can cure the 
disease
 itself," said Waleeb 
Alkateeb, Santa Clara 
County health educator in 
charge 
of the venereal disease program. 
"These things 
are  all irreversible. People have to 
be 
treated in the early stages 
to avoid com-
plications. or at least
 as soon as they recognize the 
disease," said Alkateeb. 
That is why Alkateeb's 
role as an educator has 
such high priority within the health department.
 
His office is decorated 
with  slogans, posters and 
buttons. There is a 
portrait  of Queen Elizabeth I 
with a sign under it reading, "Anyone can get the 
clap." and a button
 taped to his desk reading.
 
"Protect your lover, wear a 
rubber." 
Alkateeb', job is to 
assist schools in venereal 
disease awareness programs and promote 
knowledge about venereal disease in general. 
His latest scheme was a batch of bumper stickers 
reading, "For a recorded  message about VD 
treatment, dial 289-9476." Alkateeb hopes to get 
these stickers on all state-and county -owned cars. 
He also has "Strike out VD" match books, comic 
books about venereal disease and various other 
forms of literature. 
Besides Alkateeb, the county venereal disease 
program is assisted by a small 
number  of inves-
tigators who 
attempt  to contact persons who have 
had sexual contact with other known infected 
persons. His investigators are aided by a California 
statute that requires all physicians to notify the 
public health 
department
 so the department's 
investigators can contact and bring in for treatment 
those persons with whom the known carrier of 
venereal disease had sexual contact. 
Treatment for venereal 
disease  is relatively sim-
ple. In the county venereal
 disease clinic if a 
person's lab 







 symptoms, if any, clear up 
within one or two 
days, but the patient must return for another check-
up after one week to see if he has been cured. For 
men,  one checkup is sufficient,
 but doctors require 
two consecutive negative 
responses before a cure is 
pronounced




found  that 
specific  strains
 of 
gonococcus bacteria have become
 resistant to 
certain antibiotics. 
Occasionally  a person will not 
respond to treatment. This is discovered in the 
second or third visits to the clinic, in which case 
larger and different doses of antibiotics are ad-
ministered. 
It is possible, and occurs in a small percentage of 
cases, to contract syphilis and gonorrhea at the 
same time. Because the incubation period for 
syphilis is much longer 
that
 gonorrhea, a person 
will develop symptoms of gonorrhea but not of 
syphilis, though he may have both diseases. 
The antibiotics given a person for the gonorrhea 
will make it impossible for up to three months to 
determine
 if a person has syphilis as well, 
  treated for gonorrhea at the county free 
clinic are 
asked  to return after 
that
 three-month 
period for another blood
 test for syphilis. 
Syphilis  and gonorrhea are the two 
most
 common 
venereal diseases of the five 
different  and unrelated 
diseases
 grouped under the heading of 
venereal  
disease. The other three




These three rarely occur and have
 distinctly 








mon is they are all 
contracted  by way ot sexual con-
tact. 
They have 
traditionally  been called venereal
 
diseases after Venus, goddess 
of love. 
Lately,
 medical research has 
turned up several 
other diseases
 that are also transmitted
 in the same 
manner, but 
these have been fortunate 
enough to 
have escaped the 























annually  with 
the 
five 
venereal  diseases as well 


















 There is 
research 
being  done, 




























































































































































































 and we 
urge 
women to douche 
immediately  after intercourse 
ant 
men 
to urinate as soon as possible 
afterwards. We 
think it is also helpful to 
wash  thoroughly with soar 
and 
water immediately after
 sex to help prevent 
contracting 
VD,"  stated Dr. Riggs. 
"We can't be sure 
of it because 
we
 have no research to back us 
up,  but 
we think it reduces the chances 
of infection." 
With the 
number of persons who 
contract  
venereal disease
 rising annually, things can only 
get worse
 until people are educated about venereal
 
diseases.  
When people are 
capable of recognizin 




 the spread of disease wl 
begin to slow down. 
In 
order for
 this to 
occur, 
schools  
will  have 
to 
carry the burden of venereal disease 
education  
More than 75 per  cent of the cases
 of venereaI 
disease occur in persons under 30 years of age. If 
schools can somehow manage
 to get the message to 
children through all the
 commotion over sex 
education, the rate can only drop. 
The only other hope is for vaccines for gonorrhea 
and syphilis, which are not 
likely in the near future. 
The rate of incidences of 
venereal  disease doubled 
between 1960 and 1965. In 1972 more than 350,000 
out of every one 
million  persons in Santa Clara 
County contracted venereal
 disease. 
At the present rate of increase, half the 
population of the county at some time will have 
venereal disease within a few 
years. 
When this occurs, no one will 
be
















 Covello's mother works in a hospital.
 She puts in a lot of overtime. 
So Frankie takes
 care of his five brothers and 
sisters.  
Frankie never 
met  his father. 
Last summer, he and 
three buddies got arrested for
 stripping cars. He got 
off with a probation and a 
warning. Next time it'll be 
the  state reform school. 
Frankie's mother 
loves  him, but he needs 
someone
 to talk to. Man to man.
 
Someone  who  thinks there's
 more to life than gang 
fights,
 pushing drugs 
or 
rolling  bums. 
Someone  like you. 
We 
know
 lots of fatherless kids like 
Frankie who need you. And 
we
 know 
a lot of other people 
who need you, too. Guys in 
veterans'  hospitals. Unwed 
mothers.  Old people. Blind 
people.  Patients in mental 
institutions.  
If you
 can help, even for a few 
hours,  call your local Voluntary
 Action 
Center, or write to:
 "Volunteer," Washington, 
D.C.  20013. 
What we need money 
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